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INTRODUCTION

"Improving the Use of Libraries" was the th9me'for the papers
presented at the 1983 Spring Meeting of the College and University
Section of the Nebraka Library Association. Several Of the papers

deal with methods of bibliographic instruction. Others explore
leL:s traditional services available to library users: access
_services, online referelce services- an integrated telecommunica-

,ions system being developed in Frar44, and paperless communica-
tion systems in general. Two of the_ papers,_ one on journal mutila-

tion and one on a patron survey used in setting library policies,

focus on the library user.
In addition to the papers presented at the meeting; a theme

address was given by_Ned_Hedges,Associate Professor of English;
University_of_Nebraska-Lincelft. Two panel presentationsi'also on
the general theme of improving library use, rounded out the
program. Janet Wilke,_RebeCCA Bernthal; Larry Onsager,_Carol
Singer, Margaret_ Bastian, and Dana Duensing discussed "Integrated
Library Instruction--Earlham Style." "CMS for ILL: Three Views,"

was presented by Rod Wagner, Irple Ruby; and Janet Brumm.

_The_Executive Board of the College and University Section

thanka all of the program participants for their contributions to

successful, thought-provoking Spring Me,-Aing.

Elaine A. Franco, Secretary
Nebraska Library Association
qollege and University Section

-August, 1983
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC INSTRUCTION: THE LIBRARIAN'S, RESPONSIBILITY

Carol A. Singer

U. S. Conn Library

Wayne State College

Wayne, Nebraska

ABSTRACT

The results of several surveys are pr)sented in which

teaching ffaculty didn't identify librarians as being primarily

responsble for instructing students' in 'library skills. The

relative qualifications for performing this instruction are

examined for teaching faculty; :particularly English faculty,

and librarians; The author concludes that, while librarians

and teaching faculty should maintain an extremely close relation=

.ship and coordinate their effortt, the librarian iS most qualified

to give the instruction in library tkillt.

I firmly believe that instructing students in library

Skills is primarily the responsibility of the librarian, rather

than that of the English department, as some people have

suggested. First, the librarian is, by definition, the expert

in the process of doing library research. Second; library

instruction, in order to achieve maximum effectiveness, sOuld

be integrated into courses of-all academic ranks and disciplines-.

Therefore; the librarian is the most appropriate instructor

of library research methods.
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0

In deft Lubans, Jr. surveyed undergraduate faculty

at the' UniverOy of Housten't pOwntOWn .College. He asked;

"Who is responsible for studentt learning library skills?"

Only 9 percent of the respondents identified the libi.arian as

the sole instructordf library skills. In Contrast, 30 percent

-
identified the English department as the proper department to

instruct students in the use of the library. An additional

21 percent cited bOth the English department and- the library. 1

Richard DreiftiSS, inspired by Luban's survey,: conducted

a survey of the graduate faculty et the University of Missouri

at' Kansas City's School of Administration. When esed, "How

do you expect your graduate students to learn how to use the

library?" only 8 percent answered that library instruction Wa

given by the librarian in their clb.sses;, -In fact, only 14 percent

acknOwledged the need for formal library instruction at the

graduate level. Twenty-five percent of the faculty acknowledged

a

f.T

need for informal bibliographic instruction by indicating

that they expected the students to ask a librarian if they needed

help:2

Admittedly; these were surveys of a relatively small number

of faculty at only two institutions. HOweVr, I believe that

the results might be similar at many ether colleges and

universities: In browsing through the literature of librarianship

1. John Lubans, Jr., "Let George-Do It," p. 121.

2. Richard A. Dreifuss, "Library Instruction and Graduate

Students: More Work for George," p. 121.
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one cannot help but bOolstruck by the number of 'complaints about',

faculty attitudes toward the library or by the volume of the

literature -.On fostering ;faculty cooperation; Certainly; if

the decision about who was to perform biblibgraphic instruction

was made on thebasis,of faculty perceptions; onp might conclvde

that such instruction was' the perview of the English department.

These surveys were; however; not intended to determine

which. department was the more qualified to instruct students

in library skills; but were; rather; examinations of faculty

perceptions; A determination of who should teach biblibgraphiC

skills would more 'properly be made on the basis of which group

is more knowledgeable about the subject to be taught. According

- _

to the Policy and Planning Committee Of ACRL's Bibliographic

Instruction Section: "the primary role of bibliographic

6.

instruction is to provide students with the specific skills

needed to successfully complete their assignments. But; in

additiOn; bibliographic instruction should' also serge the more

general function of preparing students to make effective:life-

long use of the library- regardless of specific course work;"3

There doesn't seem-to be anything in this statement that would

necessarily preclude the instruction being performed by the

English department.

However,' the committee goes on to list eight pages

3. American Library Association; Associations of College and

Research Librarian; Bibliographic InStruction 5Ottion_, Polipy

and Planning 'Committee, Bibliographic _Instruction Handbook,

p. 36.



goals and objectives of an undergraduate bibliographic instruction .

program: These objectives include such general objectives as

student recognition of both the library and the librarian as

sources of information; familiarity with library resources and

procedures; and the ability to use library resources. Under

each of these terminal objectives the committee has listed

enabling objectives. -These enabling objectives are specifit .

and include a knowledge of the structure of information in

specific fieldt, evaluation of resource and use of search

strategies.

These subjects are all well within the area in which the

librarian is the expert. Jesse Shera said that in the past

*many people, inciding librarians, felt that the goal of the

library was to provide "The Best Books for the Most People at

the Least Cost." "The library may from time to time assume

certain marginal functions, but its basic purpose remains

, generically the same - a link in the communication chain that

is concerned with the custody of recorded knowledge; Its

fundamental concern is with the communication of knowledge,

ideas; thought; but because these intangibles are embodied in

physical objects - books and other graphic records it is easy

to mistake the physical object rather than its intellectual

content as the reality. "5

It is the explanation of thit communication chain that

4. :bid., pp. 37 =44.-
5. Jesse Shera,. -"Librarianship, Philosophy, o

11
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is the basis of bibliographic instruction. Librarians are

concerned everyday with enuring that information is organized

n such a manner that it is retrievable by a trained researcher

tr and that therefore, this cOmmUilicatiOn chaff n dOeSn't. bre6k.

Librarians may be regarded by some as book specialists, but'

they are infOrmation- specialists in the truest sense of the

Word.

Teachin0 faculty Should be proficient in the structure

of information in their fields, but rarely have .they studied

the structure 'of information in other fields. In fact; Evan

Farber said that at Earlham College: "teaching faculty are

discouraged from giving library instruction; ana ,ven from

preparing explanatory material for assignments that entail

bibliographic tools, without consulting with librarians: For

too many times -we've found such explanation incomplete or

incorrect."
6

A similar outcome would be expected if the librarian

_
attempted to teach students how to'write. The most efrectiye-

metriod of bibliographic instruction inVOlVet both the teaching

faculty and the librarian, each contributing according to _his /her

own strengths;

An-Other diffitulty posed by the idea of bibliographic

instruction' being an area of responsibility of the English

department "is the necessity for library instruction to be

6. Evan Ira_Farber,_"Libary Instruction Throughout the Curriculum:
Earlham College Program," p. 157.



planned series of graduated assignments in many dittiplihet

and academic ranks.

'First; students may 'choose to take only one composition

class and never take advanced composition. Therefore, :the English
_

departmeni may have the opportunity to-. instruct that Student

in methods of library research in only one class, V class,

moreover; that is designed fa, teach StUdentt how to write.

Since tfie'ACRL committee identified eight pages of objectives

for -Amdergraduate library instruction,? it would be- unfair to

expect the English composition instructor to meet even half

of those objectives in addition to teaching writing skills.

Obviously, some of the Bibliographic instruction must

be done in.classes within other academic disciplines. The English

department would be .Unable, bOth In view of their -teaching

resrnsibilities ithin' the Engl i ski departmentoand because of

their lack of khOWledge of the structure of information in fields

outside of English, to conduct the level of library instruction

demanded in these other academic Bisciplines;

This course-related library instruction is recognized

by many librarians in this country to be the most effective

method currently being used. Earlham College has one of thi

most famous of the course-related librry instruction programs.

Their program serves as an example of an effectiv, library

instruction program for, undergraduates. The first level of

7. American Library Association, pp. 37=44.
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instruction is freshman. orientation. _ The second level is done

In conjunction with long paper assigned to the freshman

composition classes;_ This level concentrates on locating

appropriate sources for a term paper using a. basic searA

strategy. The third le vel is dicipline-specific and usually\

is sthedUled in the 'foundation course in each majOr,

introduces the student to the structure of information in that

field. The fourth emphasizes advanced techniques in subject

disciplines. The librarians -teach the library skills, but the

assignment is designed by both the faculty member and the

librarian.
8

Evan' FSrher, who believes that cooperation between the

faculty and the libraiv is essential if course-related instruction

is to work said "We feel that While the teaching faculty have

the central responsibility in the education enterprise; librarians

can help them carry out that responsibility much more effectively

and at the same time enhance it. While the WO groups teaching

faculty and librarians can and should work together; neither

one can do the other's jo."9

It is this division of lahor on the basis of competence

that results in effettiVe and relevant bibliographic instruction.

When the librarian and the faculty in each academit discipline

plan, assignments and eoordinate efforts, the students benefit

because they are being taught by the most knowledgeabje.person

8. James R. Kennedy; Jr.; "Integrated Library Instructioni"
pp. 1451-1453;

9. Farber; p. 157.
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in each area.

In a recent article; dames Ford stated that neither the

English faculty nor the librarian is knowledgeable about ;,---the

entire process of researching and writing the term paper. He

suggests; and thi'S would be applicable for acadeMic disciplines

other than English: "teachers and librarians. need to work in

an extremely .close relationship; each knowing to a considerable

extent the responsibilities and capabilities of the other.

Though, the degree of knowledge will differ; both should know,

the- nature of the assignment as well as tne resouces \and methods

0
available for its completion-:"

10; James E. Ford ;; "The Natural eglliance betwee'n Librarians
and English Teacher,s , in Course-Related Library Use
In5tructioni" p. 380.
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BIBLIOGRPHIC INSTRUCTION FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS:
DEVELOPMENT OF A ONE CREDIT COURSE

Valerie I. Krzywkowski

Callin T. Ryan Library

Kearney State College

Kearney, NE

ABSTRACT

) A one credit course in bibliographic instruction was

___offered for the first time during the 1983 spring semester

at Kearney State, liege. The course is taught using a
4

lecture/practice format by a librarian under the sponsor-

ship of the English Department. It 's designed for under-

graduate students who want to thorougnly learn about library

research tools and techniques within a structured, theoretical

framework. It.compleme is the library's other bibliographic

instruction programs c nsisting of library orientation for

English 100 students and course related instruction for ad-

vanced students. Reasons to offer the course through the

English Department, the course approval process, and the

course outline are discussed. The outline with objectives

and a description of the course project are appended.

In the mid-1800's, the perceptive politician and writer,

John Godfrey Saxe, made the following observation about

libraries. He saA:

17



I love vast libraries; yet there is a doubt,
If one be better with them or without; --
Unless he use them wisely; and; indeed;
Knows the high art of what and howto read.

--from The Libraryl

n the years since this observation was made; the li-

brary professibn has done much to improve the bibliographic

instruction programs offered to library users. Like most

other college and university libraries, the CalVih T. Ryan

Library at Kearney State College understands the necessity

of educating the library user, and has been offering formal

bbibliographic instruction to undergraduate and graduate

students for a number of years. Our program consists of

three components besides the instruction we offer at the

Reference.Desk. TWo of these are well established and the

third has just recently been developed. A brief introdUction

to the two established components will lead to a discutston

of the purpose and development of our recent addition; a

credit course in bibliographic instruction for undergraduate

Students.

Existing Bibli_ographic Instruction Programs

Our first and most basic instruction effort consists of

a one hour orientation lecture presented to most English 100

sections. The leCture is accompanied by'slides and consists

. Long, Ballads of Books, p. 68
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12

of segments intrOdLzing students to the card; catalog;

periodicalS; indeket, reference materials, government

dacuMentt, and ERIC. About thirty-five to forty presen-

tations are given mainly during the fall semester. As

With most programs, this one also has both its strong and

Weak points. On the strong side, since most students take

the'reqUired English 100 during their Freshman year; nearly

all of our incoming students receive at least abasid intro-

duction to the library; On the weak side; however, is the

inescapable feeling:that some students need more inSitrUction

than that which can'be given during an hour. for example,

we tell our students about our diVided card catalog.and

how Library of Congress subject headings are used i,n the

subject catalog; but we can't expect that all students

will actually be able to use LC Subject headings with con-

fidence after the lecture is over. During the lecture, the

librarians concentrate On library orientation because of,the

constraints of the one==hOur fomat; and assume that the stu-
.

dents will be able to ask informed reference questions When

they come to actually use the resources we introduce to them.

OUr second bibliographic instruction component.consists

Of course related lectures\presented by liaison librarians

at the request of faculty members; Seventy-one of these

lectures were given during the fall semester 1982, reaching

2;085 undergraduate and graduate StUdents. These lectures

are well-received by the students and are invaluable to

19



13

them since the lectures are tailored to meet a specific

need. The students are motivated to listen and learn since

they will actually have to use the information to complete

a class assignment; Although very effective, thit biblio -

graphic instruction Orb-gram also has some identifiable

weak points; First, the tkillt and tools taught for one

class may not alWays transfer to Other library assignments

the studc:its may haVe in fUtUre semesters. AlthOugh the

librarianS teaching these classes do teach search strategy

and how the literature of the discipline at-hand is struc-

tured, some studehts cannot absorb this information well

enough after one class session to apply it to different

assignments or to different disciplines. Secondly; the

same professors usually bring the same classes over every

semester. Some students will not receive this course

related instruction if their instructors do not see the

.need for ft

Reasons_ To Offer The Course

After studying the strong and.weak points of the above

two instruction programs, the library administration ap-

pointed me to recommend any additions or changes to the

program to improve the bibliographic instruction offered.

to Kearney State College students. I was Oven one semester

free of Reference Desk duty to make the recommendation and

begin its implementation. A one credit elective course in

20



bibliographic instruction was recommended based on the

following reasons:

1) Our programs offering basic orientation and course

related instruction are well established and ac-

cepted by the -college community. These programs

should remain intact in their present form.

2) Because of their structure, our established programs

do not allow us to thoroughly teach the theory of

library research. To be competent library users,

students-should be able to analyze a research prob-

lem, comprehend how the literature of different

diFiplines is structured, and understand the basics

of search strategy. A formal course provides the

time and structure required to teach this research

theory in a measured and thorough manner.

3) Many students are satisfied with the instruction

they receive through our other two programs or with

the help they obtain at the Reference Desk. Although

librarians would like to see all students well versed

in research theory and adept at using myriad research

tools,'many students at the undergraduate level are

rightfully satisfied with knowing how to use the card

catalog and a few good indexes. An elective course

in bibliographic instruction can be designed for only

those motivated undergraduate students who want to
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learn more about library research than that which they

can learn through our other programs:

4) Some students may not take English 100 at Kearney State

College or may not be enrolled in a course that receives

course related instruction. An electiye course would be

available for such students who need ojant formal in-

StrUttion but who, betauSe of circumstances, do not re=

ceive it through our established programs.
1:

Keeping these reasons to offer the course in mind, the

following objectives for the course were then articulated:

1) The student will understand the development of in=
formation sources and the implication this develop-
ment has on the formats of material and types of
tools produced by different academic disciplines.

2) The student will become acquainted with the existing
sources of information.in various fields; and will -r

develop the ability to access and use these sources.

3) The student will be able to design a logically or-
dered; systematic.search strategy for a topic re-
lated to outside coursework or of personal interest
and will demonstrate this ability by compiling an
annotated bibliography.for,the topic.

Choosing A Sponsor For The Course

The recommendation to offer a credit course with the

above objectives was accepted by the library adMinittration

in early spring of 1982. Since the library is not ton=

sidered an academic department, we now had to find a de-

partment on campus that would sponsor the course. Several

possibilities existed: I



the Educational Media program; which-offers a minor

in library media to Education majors

2) the Learning Skills Center, which offers one credit

courses to develop skills such as listening and note=

taking and'study skills

3) the- English Department

The English Department was Chbten to sponsor the course

for several reasons; First, we have had a long-standing

working relationship with the department to offer bask

instruction to incoming students through English 100;

Since this base of support fbr library instruction already

exists in the department; any discussions with the faculty

worked from that base. The department understands that

studentsneedbasicskills,suchasthecumpositional skills

they teach through English 100, to be successful in college

and in their joa after college. They have also come to

view library research skills in this same light. The

English facility ,recognized the value of this course for

their own majors, but also recognized the interdisciplinary

nature of the course and realized that it would not be

designed solely for English majors. In informal discussions,

the head of the department enthusiastically approved of

such a course for the aboVe reasons.

Theourse Approval Process

After just one formal meeting with the head of the

23



department, we proceeded_to have the course formally approved

by the English faculty and then by the college's Atademic

Affairs Committee. Contrary to what I-was prepared for,

both meetings that I attended to seek approval went very

_

smoothly. After discussing the objectives, outline and

targeted audience for the course at a .'departmental meeting,

I gained unanimous approval frog the English faculty to

teach the course through their department. I then pre=

sented my case to the Academic Affairs Committee in April

of li82; The Committee voted unanimously to add the course

to the College curriculum; At these meetings; I expected

to be questioned about the viability of such a course and

was prepared to Offer comments to justify its need; Rather,

the faculty, especially those forming the Academic Affairs

Committee, expressed their pleasure to see the. library

aggressively taking steps to expand the bibliographic in

struction offered to students.

The course is officially named English 110 "Use of

Library Resources." It is offered for one graded credit

which can be appliedto graduation bUt which does not

count towards fulfilling the General Studies requirement.

It /tuns for eight weeks twice a semester and can accommodate

up to approximately fifty students each semester:' A li-

brarian teaches the course with no remuneration from the

English Department. 'This last point was the only aspect

of the course that was questioned by some of the English

24



faculty at their departmental meeting. They questioned

Why the.library wanted to undertake teaching this course

without any reimbursement from the department for the'

time spent teaching. They also wondered whether or not

the library would look for3elmbuesement if there would

be demand f6r more sections in the future. The answer

to these questions was simple, since our motives for'of-

fering the course are genuine. We developed it for the

reasons stated earlier with the goal of improving the

use of our library resources. Certainly, the course will

help to increase the library's visibility on campus and

will concretely show that librarians are involved with

the instructional programs of the college; but these Mo-

tives are purely professional in nature: lf,enrollment

does-grow to the point where our library dbes not have

adequate staff to teach the course in its present lecture

format, we plan to experiment with otherteaching methods

such as workbooks, videotape, computer-assisted Instruction,

or a combination of various modes. The: important point is

that we have placed the course within the academic struc-

ture of the college, and are free to vary our teaching

methods as need demands.

The_Coursee Outl ine

The course outline reflects the three objectives of

,teaching theory, titles, a skills that I stated earlier.
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The siAeen hours of contact time that are required to

earn one credit easily accommodate both theory-and practice.

The first three class sessions cover.the develOpMent of

disciplines and ouestion analysis, and include such topics

as how library mateisials evolve as an idea or a discipline

develops over the years; the difference between primary

and secondary materials, when and why to consult different

types of tools during the, research process, and hOW to

analyz a research problem and break it into its component

parts. These concepts provide a framework for doing re-

search that helpt the 'students to approach the library in

a logical rather than a haphazard manner. They also make

bibliographical skills transferable. If information about

the library is presented within this larger framework, the

Student shoUld be able to transfer his knewledge about the

lib ary to different libraries; to different levels of

research; to different disciplines, and to different

periods within his life;
3

It is difficUlt to adequately

convey these concepts at the Reference Desk, and they can

be presented only hurriedly during course related instruc-

tion; The advantage ,of a formal course is the opportunity

to cover thete abttract concepts in a thorough manner.

2. Much of the material presented during the first three
sessions is based on 'the research theory presented in
Beaubien, Hogan, and George; learning_the library,
pp. 65=108.

. Ibid., pp. 66-67.
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The relt of the course outline reflects the second

and third objectives of teaching about specific research

tools and developing the skills to use them. Sessions

are devoted to the card catalog, periodical indexes and

abstracts, newspapers and news reporting services, fact

tools; bibliographies, government documents; special col-

lections, and library technology; Lecturesiare followed

by hands -on experience with tool-s that have been chosen

to complement the variety of academic majors represented

in the class; The lecture /practice forMat is ideal, since

each of the above tools can_be discussed in relationship

to the theoretical framework presented in earlier sessions.

For example; use of the tools can be discussed in relation-

ship to search strategy, or whether they help to access

primary or secondary materials.

Publicity,

"Lite Of Library Resources" was taught for the first

time durihg the first eight weeks of the 1983 spring se-

mester. Enrollment was definitely not overwhelming§ but

the seven students who enrolled for'the course have. been

dubbed the "Lucky Seven" by a faculty member who thinks

highly of our program. Based on diStUssiOns with ttudentS,

with academic advisors; and with faculty, I believe that

the fifty students that the tlatt can atcoMmodate each

semester is a reasonable market that does exist on campus.
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In order to reach this market; an effective public relationS

program is imperative; In anticipation of the fall semester,

posters and fliers announcing the course were displayed in

the library; in the academit adviting -Office in the career

planning offite, in the English Department, and in the

cafeteria serving dOrmitbry students. Fliers were also

distributed to all stUdentt enrolled in learning skills

classes. Such out-of-library advertising is obviously

necessary and will have to continue for the program to

achieve its objective of improving the use_of our library

resources.

ConclusThan

The students who have just completed English 110

performed exceptionally well on their final examinations

and course projects: In future semesters pre=testing will

be used in conjunction with the final test as one measure

of course effectiveness. Pre-testing was not done thit

semester; but thestudents did complete a subjective course

evaluation at the end of the course. The results are en-

couraging. All of the students strongly agreed that the

course helped them understand the organization of library

materials in their own field; that the content Of the

course was appropriate for their needs; and that they

expect to use the tools that they learned about in the

future. One student believes that the course should be
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required for graduation. That is something to think about

for the future-but in the present one very important

question still needs to be examined: Based on the size

of our targeted audience and.enrollments in relation to

the time spent teaching the course, is the course an

fettiVe use of our library staff't tiMe?fThe Calvin T.

Ryan Library staff believes so. The course is necessary

because it has added the missing link to our bibliographic

instruction program. We now offer library orientation

for beginning students, course related instruction for

advanced students, and a credit course for students who

want to formally explore the tools and techniques of

library research. This threefold effort should help our

students to become; as Mr. Saxe puts it, wise library

users.
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APPENDIX A

ENGLISH 110 USE OF LIBRARY RESOURCES
COURSE OUTLINE

SESSION I: INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE AND TOUR OF THE

LIBRARY

1. The student Will be able to describe the scope
and content of the course. I

2. The student will understand the requirements
Of the course.

3. The student will identify the major areas and
services of the library.

_

SESSION 2: THE DEVELOPMENT OE DISCIPLINES

1. The student will understand how a discipline
develops.

2. The student will understand the types of material
that are produced during each stage of a disci-

pline's development.
3. The student will understand the difference be=

tween primary and secondary materials that are
produced as a discipline develops.

SESSION 3: QUESTION ANALYSIS

1. The student will recognize the many aspects of
an apparently_ sample research_ question.

2. The student will learn_to perform question analysis
of his/her subject bibliography topic or.of an as-
signed topic.

SESSIONS 4 & 5: THE CARD CATALOG

1. The student Will distinguish_ between the author;
title; and subject approaches_to the card catalog.

2. The_ttUdent will be able to use LC subject headings
to locate books by subject in the card catalog.

3. The student will learn to use LC call numbers
to organize books.

4. The student will understand how cards are filed

in the card catalog.
5. The student will understand the strengths and

limitations of the card catalog;
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SESSIONS 6 & 7: PERIODICAL INDEXES AND ABSTRACTS

1. The student will understand the difference be-
tween indexes and abstracts;

2. The_student will comprehend how index terms are
applied to articles and how the vocabulary used
to describe subjects differs in various indexes
and abstracts.

3. The student will identify and learn to use rel-

. evant indexes and abstracts to locate infor-
mation for his/her subject bibliography topic.

SESSION 8: NEWSPAPERS AND NEWS REPORTING SERVICES

I. The student will recognize the advantages an
disadvantages of using newspapers as researc
materials.

2. The student will be able to 7ocate and use both
current and back issues of newspapers.

3. The student will _be able to use various news-
paper indexes and news reporting services.

SESSION 9: FACT TOOLS

1. The student will learn to use fact tools to an-
swer questions_ before and -r!uring question analysis.

2. The student will be able to define the encyclo-
pedia as_a type of tool that gives an overview
to a subject at the.beginning of a search stra-

tegy.
3; The student will be able to locate different

types of fact tools through the card catalog;

SESSION 10: BIBLIOGRAPHIES

1. The student will understand ';le concept of a
bibliography and a bibliography of a bibliography.

2. The student will identify bibliographies useful_
for researching his/her chosen bibliography- topic.

3. The student will be able to organize a biblio=
graphy according to accepted bibliographic Stan=
dards;

SESSIONS 11 & 12: GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS

I. The student will differentiate between a govern-
ment publication and a,trade publication.

2. The student will -be able to define the different
types of materials produced by the various govern-

ment agencies.
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3. The student will understand how_governrent pub-
lications are organized_in the library.

4. The student will identify and be able to use the
basic tools for retrieving government publications.

SESSION '13: SPECIAL COLLECTIONS THROUGHOUT THE LIBRARY ,

1. The student will understand the composition of
and- access to collections in the library such
as ERIC, LEL, LAC, and the American Periodical
Series.

2. The student Nill recognize the 1..3/pet of materials
fhat are housed in the library's Archives/Spec4a1
Collections room.

SESSION 14: LIBRARY TECHNOLOGY

1. The student will comprehend the need for automated
processes in the librarY.

2. The student will understand the library's uses of
OCLC and will 'recognize OCLC as an automated ref-
erence source.

3. The student will understand why computerized in-
formation retrieval systems have developed and
will define the pros and cons of computer searching.

SESSION 15: TEST

1. The student will complete the requirements of the
course by turning in his/her subject bibliographies
and completing a test.

SESSION 16: DISCUSSION OF TESTS AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND
COURSE EVALUATION

1. The student will be able to evaluate his/her own
mastery of_the material presented in the_course
after receiving hit/her graded test and biblio=
graphy(

2; The student will evaluate the course on a form
provided by the instructor.

33
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APPENDIX 13'

ENGLISH 110 _USE_OF_LIBRARY RESOURCES
COURSE PROJECT

Deadlines

.Session 3--Select topic

Session 15--Course project due.

Purpose

The course project is designed to help,you becoMe familiar
With the major research tools in your field. It will al-
low_you to demonstrate your efficiency in using these
tools to locate relevant library materials dealing with
your chosen topic.

Sr:ope

The course project will consist of an annotated_biblio7
graphy containing two sections; The first section will
be a short introduction (riot longer than one typed page)
describing your chosen topic and summarizing the_amount
of research that has been reported_in the literature for
your topic. The second; main section of the bibliography
will consist of fifteen items that you have located in
the Calvin T. Ryan Library dealing with_your topic. These

items may consist of: encyclopedia articles; books; jour-
nal articles; government documents, non-print materials,
ERIC documents; newspaper articles; etc. Each_item should
be cited in proper bibliographic_form (see section below)
and the annotations should clearly explain the content:
and purpose of each_iteM: The bibliography should be
neatly and accurately typed.

Topic

Choose a topic in your major field of study; so that you
can acquaint yourself with the major research tools in

your field. If you have not yet declared a major; choose
a topic of personal interest. The topic can-be broader__
than an actual term paper topic; since a broad topic will
allow you more room to explore your field; _However, if
you are assigned a term paper for another clasS, by all
means use the same topic and get a head start on your paper.
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Bibliographic Form

Use_one of the f011uWing style manuals to complete your

bibliography:

*LB 2369 .C3_1978
Campbell, William Giles. Form and Sty? -e -: Theses, Reports,

Term Papers. 1978.

*LB 2369 .M165x
Modern Language Association. MLA_Idandbook for Writers

of Research Papers, Theses,-and_Dissertations. 1977

*LB 2369 .T82 1976.
Turabian, Kate. Students Guide for Writing College Papers.

1976

Please note which style manual you will use in the intro=
ductionto your bibliography. If ypu_want to use a style
manual designed for a specific disciplin, also note this

in the introduction. .
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A

Muth library literature discusses the advantages of self=

paced instruction, especially for Freshman students. This instruc-

tion is usually given through "packets",or "workbooks," which stu-

dents complete in a specified peiiod of time.. Because the terms

-
are often used interchangeably, an attempt will be made to provide

a more precise definition and to examine the strengths and weak-

nesses of each format. It will be argued that whether,one chooses

the packet or the workbook, the concepts and tools covered must be

tied to specific classroom objectives.

For the past several Tlecades librarians have believed that

instruction in the use of libraries is an important skill for

students to acquire. What good, we ask, is it to collect thou-

sands or millions of books, and have them sit idly on our shelves?

Students are frequently given assignments that require library

research, but when they enter our doors they often don't know the

reference desk from the circulation desk, or Interlibrary 'Loan

from the Microform Room. Aside from any physical orientation to

the building, they often don't have the slightest idea how to find
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any research materials other than the monographs listed in the

PubliC Catalog.

In order to improve students' skills in using the library,

librarians have tried several different instructional formats.

I would like to discuss briefly the advantages and disadvantages

of each.

Tours. They last only 50 minutes, students can visit many

sections of the library in that time, and you don't have to grade

anything. Disadvantages: it's a passive form of instruction that

doesn't require any intellectual contribution from the student;

hence it is bOring to the librarian and the students. Because

it is boring; very real learning occurs; it also reinforces

negative stereotypes about libraries and librarians--that We're

boring and mechanical. With that stereotype prevailing, why

would a student choose to approach suCh a person for advice?

Classroom ifittruction. Much better than tours, because

students have to do assignments which demonstrate, their under-

standing of the concepts discussed. But to get 'to the assign-

mentsiistudents have to suffer through the lectures. And I ask

.
you to recall your own experience as a library school student--

how exciting was it to hear how U:S. Statistical Abstracts was

organized?

Slide/tapes. Visually stimulating and entertaining, but

StUdents can't view the slides at theirowij_pace (unless it is

point -of -use instruction) and assimilate the information
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effectively. If students are tested on the information after the

presentation, it 4 important that they also have hands ex-

perience; even if this is ensured, however, there will still be ,

the drawback of their not having the inStrUctional materials to

review and answer questions.

Computer-Assisted Instruction. Great tool for getting their

attention in this age of video games; also has the advantage of

being an interactive mode of instruction--students have-ta answer

questions before they can progress to other tkillt. CAI is easy

to grade--the computer does the scoring. But students cannot

carry a terminal with them into the stacks, so what happens if

a question arises? Do they run back and forth from the terminal?

Self-paced printed tools. The best of all formats for readt

ing large numbers of students, because (1) students can learn at

their own pace, (2) it is an interactive made of instruction,

(3) they don't have to fear classroom humiliation when the

teacher calls on them and they don't know the answer; (4) teachers

don't have to relinquish classroom time for the librarythis is

important when they have a tight syllabus, (5) it can be graded

by library staff and returned to the instructor, (6) it can be

tallored to the specific) research interests of students, (7) it

can be designed in such a way as to provide hands on experience to

the student in h w to find materials, and (8) students-have some-

thing tangible t keep for future reference.

Because self Raced ir-uction is such an attractive and
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effective learning tool, it is easy for librarians to abuse it.

At this point, and for the sake of clarifying assertions I am

going to make in the 06.00t7i I. want to distinguish between 2 self-

paced formats: the packet, and the workbook. Unfortunately, the

two terms Are used interchangeably in the professional litetzaturei

one never knoWing hoW modest or ambitious the author's pedagogical

objectives are.

The packet I, will define as a printed, self-paced instructional

tool that teaches basic library concepts and skills.. What do I

mean by "basic?" I would use theidefinition established by DOnald

White in a recent article: "'basic'...includes those skills and

resources that all students must master in order to retrieve

materials and-find information, regardless of their subject

matter."1 Examples of basic skills include learning how to re-

cognize the different bibliographic elements on a catalog card;

learning how to use newspaper and periodical indexes; and working

with microforms. At UNL we use a packet in our Freshman library

instruction program. I will pause to give you a chance to fa- j'

miliarize yourself with the packet I handed out.

The workbook I will define as a printed, self -paced instruc-

tional tool that teaches either basic and advanced skills, or just

advanced skills; The keY word is obviously "advanced. ". How do

I define adVanced? AdVanCed skills are those that are subject

specific; Learning how to use the International Encyclopedia of

the Social Sciences, the Monthly Catalog, or Magill Cyclopedia of
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Literary Characters are advanced skills because not every student

Will need to use these tools in his or Imr courses. And if they

do, at the time they take the course is the time when the tool

should be taught. Otherwise, the tool lacks, in 60's. argot,

"relevance" in the student's academic life, and we get back to

reinforcing stereotypes, the student seeing library work as busy

work and having no practical application. At tilts, point I'll give

you a few moments to look at the phOtocopied pages from the Penn

State workbook.

Some of you may be wondering if I am constructing a straw

man argument, that common sense dictates one does not teach ad-

vanced tools to Freshmen; Yet have seen workbook after work-

book; from that used at UCLA; Pennsylvania State; and numerous

other institutions; ask students to master the advanced tools i

have just mentioned--and more; I myself have been tempted in

this direction; This year I revised the Freshman packet to in-

clude a section on the Library of'Congress Subject Headings. As

I think of revising the packet for next year; I contemplate adding

additional sections on biographical encyclopediat, statistical

sources; etc; I could easily expand our 15 page packet to a 60

page workbook, but to what end? Several years ago I thought

"bibliographiC literatY" should be defined as an undergraduate's

ability to identify and use all major index and abstracting ser-

vices; to work knowledgably with government documents; and to be

able to answer arcane factual questions. But in the last two
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years I have changed my mind. I want to restrict instruction only

tothose skills which are basic; to do so I need to stick with to

packet.

Does that mean that workbooks teaching advanced skills are

always inappropriate? Not at all. But they should be developed

and made available for advanced or highly subject specific courses.

This is what St. John's University has done with.their biology

students.2 Librarians first teach them how the library is or-

ganized and how to retrieve materials; then it-provides them with

a biology workbook which teaches them about specialized reference

tools germane to their discipline (for example; the'McGraw-Hill

Encyclopedia of Science and. Technology and the Scienee Citation

Index) and about research strategy. Students learn new tools only

when they have conceptually mastered old ones and, more important,

only when they are needed in their coursework.

In summation, I believe it is important for us as instructors

to ask ourselves these questions: (I) Wnat does the student rieed

to know? (2) Why does he or she need to know it? and (3) Whict-.

format, the packet or workbook, is most appropriate? Students

carry enough stereotjpical baggage with them when they enter li-

braries; we don't need to perpetuate these myths by force feeding

them perfunctory exercises...
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THE COMING OF THE PAPERLESS SOCIETY: FACT OR FICTION?
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ABSTRACT

It would seem clear that librarians must begin to give serious

consideration to what the library of the future may look like.

Though the "traditional" library will still be feasible for some

time to come, it is important that the profession identify the

actions needed to move us from dealing almost exclgsively with

,-/

print on paper to dealing with electronic media. Some examples of

the technology which is currently being used in such industries as

newspaper publishihOi postal services, intelligence agencies, and

'libraries are presented in this paper to give the reader a feel

for the state-'6f=the-art while also offering a glimpse at what the

future may hOld.

Since the invention of printing from movable type in the

Middle of the fifteenth century; intellectual communication has

been largely dependent on the printed word. Though we tend to

take thiS particular medium for granted, can we assume that it will

always be the major'vehicle for communication in Me future?

Clearly, if the explosion in information continues oh its present

course (growing exponentially), the containment of it on paper

seems unreasonable and impractical. It has been estimated that

't 43
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under the present projections; the Yale University Library would

need permanent staff of 6,000 persons ,in the year 2040 to cope

with the books and research reports that would be coming annually

into the library. .Due to economics alone, this is clearly not

Possible.

Then what are we to do? How will this vast amount of infor-

mation be collected; stored, and disseminated? One possibility. .

would be through the rapid expansion of computerized data bases.

Other:*iSsibilities include computer produced and retrieved mitro-

fiChe and Microfilm. These technological areas have seen a tre-

mendous growth-in the last decade; making the "paperle55 society"

more of a possibility than ever before; Mass storage techniques;

Utilizing magnetic ,tapes and disks, are currently Able to store

an entire library's collection of books with the full text. The

new bubble memory technology has made huge storage areas with

nano-second access time feasible. Data storage costs continue to

decrease at an annual rate of 20 percent. Another promising deve-

lopment is the area of holography. This is a recording technique

which can be used for the storage and retrieval of information.

This technique allows packing densities of one megabit/cm2 with a

readout of 750 megabits per second.

Other advances are being made in the communications cidata.

Fiber optics is a fairly new technology that offers improved

computer communications. the benefits of fiber optics include

greatly increased bandwidth, absence of "crosstalk"; increased

safety, reduced cost, and dramatically reduced cable weight.
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Satellite communications are also promising to have a ound

effect on date dissemination.

Alvin Toffler's "third wave" seems to be at hand, and -it is

time that librarians sit up and take notice. The following is

perhaps only a small glimpse at what the future may hold. The

technology represented here has already been developed and is

being used today. What one must decide, th)en, is whether the

-coming of the paperless society is a fact, as many would have us

'believe, or does it exist oily in the imagination of a few?

The Future Is Now??

Microcomputers: have had an enormous impact on society. They

are now found in almost every walk of life from home to work to

play. Across college campuses today, they are proliferating at

an alarmlng rate. One prediction is that there will be 20 times

as many microcomputers in use on American college campuses in 1985

as there were in 1980. Another predicts that, within 20 years,

computers will replace the book as the "major delivery device in

brinainq education to .students". Surely, this must be an alarming

statement even to the most broad-minded of us. Where will this

proliferation Lead us?

Though there well may be some resistance1to this new techno-

logy, the microcomputer is definitely here to stay. Many educators

have realized its potential for disseminating information and

cutting down on workload. Two colleges (Clarkson College of Tech-

nology in Postsdam- New York and Stevens Institute of Technology

in Hoboken, New Jersey- pyre currently requiring that their students
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purchase a microcomputer upon entering college as freshman. By

the time they graduate, they will own the microcomputer and will

have thousands of hours of computer experience. The micros are

kept in the student's dorm room and are used to do assignments and

access other computers. Assignments upon completion are trans-

ferred to the teacher's microcomputer where they are graded and

returnee. Thus, paper is avoided completely, saving both time and

expense. Other institutions are being quick to follow Suit

inciading Carnegie - Mellon. in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and Union

College in Lincoln, Nebraska. It is a start of a computer literacy

campaign where the main goal seems to be bringing faculty and

_
students up-to-date with the newest in computer tezhnology and

preparing them for the future.

Telecommuting is also becomiilg popular. A new term, tele-

commuting basically means performing one's work at home via a

phone line, hooked to a terminal or microcomputer. This high-tech

form of the cottage industry was heralded in 1980 by Alvin Toffler

in his book The Third Wave. Toffler describes the electronic

cottage in great detail and suggests that its advent will "alter

our entire economy, our cities, our ecology, our family structure,

our values, and even our politics:"

Though one may doubt such a drastic effect, there is evidence

that such a concept is*possible and does offer a r,ather different

view of the work place. International Resource pevelopment (IRD)

a market research and technological assessment firp in Norwalk,

Connecticut estimates that over 10,000 .pe9ple. in the U.S. are
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currently telecommuting. Jack R. Niles; director of the Center for

Futures Research, Information Technology Program; at the University

of Southern California's Business School; who actually coined the

term "telecommuting"; predicts that 20 percent of the. nation's

information workers--secretaeies, managers, and professionals--

would be telecommdting by the year 2000. Already 30 to 35 corpora-

tions across America have developed telecommuting programs includ-

ing the Continental Bank of Illinois in Chicago. They have people

from their word-processing and financial services departments

working at home vis-a-vis a computer. Control Data Corporation

(CDC), a prominent computer company in Minneapolis set up a

"homework" (another synonym for telecommuting) program in 1978

to train handicapped employees on CDC.equipment as computer pro-

grammers. The program was so successful, that in 1979 they opened

it up to other employees and now have more than 80 computer

programmers, administrators, and managers working at home.

There are some disadvantages to telecommuting which have been

pointed o t since its onslaught. There is a lack of interpersonal

communic tion and often a feeling of isolation on the part
)

of the

employee. Some fear the danger of creating an electronic sweatshop

in which people are forced to work long hours to maintain quotas i

while not benefiting from vacation and sick leave awarded to those

who work at the office; There is also a fear that women will be

exploited since they are the ones who usually Aeslre to remain at

home while 'their children are young.

Though these fears are well-founded, the fact still remains
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that telecommUting is a viable concept and its popularity will most

likely increase in the next decade. This trend towards decentrali-

zation will certainly have an effect on how information is dissemi-

nated. It may be, as F. W. Lancaster predict that the library

of the future may not be contained in a building, but rather in

computer banks which are accessed from the comfort of one's own

home. Librarians of the future may well become freelance consul- ,

tants and work from their own homes,-providing consulting services

which may entail indepth information searches that could be tailored

into a concise and personal form for a particular customer.

Ofcourse,thisscenarioisonlyoneofrnanhich have been

predicted for the next century; Though these scenarios seem some=

what farfetched by many standards one must face the fact that

many of the technologies required for such a paperless society are

already in existence; Electronic mail, a relattvely new conce0t,

is already seeing widespread use. It allows people to receive

their daily mail and messages 4n digital form over in-home or

in-office computers- SeVeral commercial ftrms have sprung up in

t.

the last couple of years offering such services. One of these is

the CYBERTEK Computer Products company, who is now offering an

electronic mail system for medium to large size companies. They

advertise the ability to send letters at a cost savings of 25 to

50 pdrcent of the average cost of $5.60 for a printed letter. The

added benefit-they can be delivered in seconds.

Pretident Carter endorsed the limited use of electronic

transmission of mail in July, 1979 The Postal Service has
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indicated it is ready to proceed with two major electronic delivery

systems over the coming years. The first phase allows companies

to communicate directly with other companies. The second phase

is not slated for implementation until the year 2000, and would

allow individuals to send handWritten letters electronically.

Unfortunately, the sentiment of the Congress has shown a reluctance

to support such a government service, but instead encourages the

private sector to provide a cheaper, more reliable service. At

last report, the Postai Service is seeking bids from commercial

firms to jointly offer the service.

Great Britain's Postal Service already offers an electronic

mail deliyery service called PreStel (formerly knoWn as Viewdata).

Prestel uses the telephone lines to bring information on train,

bus, or airline schedules, consumer information, pages from news-

papers, journals, or books, as well as electronic letters and

messages. In 1980 there were some 25,000 homes and another 25,000

businesses using the systeM, and it is estimated that there will

be three million connected by the end of 1983.

The Source, here in the United States, is an americanized

version of Prestel. These electronic newspapers offer a variety

of sere -ices including current news, weather, financial reports,

sports, and so forth, and they bring it to you at the touch of a

finger. Since the information is taken directly off the wires, it

is the most up-to-date information available. Not only can you

catch up on all the news, you can also make airline and hotel

reservations, take French, German, or Italian lessons, or shop for
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clothes or household items--all without leaving your chair.

The intelligence community is also getting into the act. The

Central Intelligence Agen (CIA) and the Defense Intelligence

Agency (DIA) have consolidat d their resources to create a "paper-

less" information system called SAFE (Support for the Analysts'

File Environment). The system designed to provide intelligence

analysts with a set of tools to assist them is preparing their

intelligence reports for the nation' policy-makers.

The CIA estimates that when SAFE is in full operation that it

will do away with a minimum of 10 million pieces of paper annually.

The system combines computer storage with microfilm storage to

Make information available to some 1350 professional intelligence

analysts. Currently, these people depend heavily on their personql

filet and to a somewhat lesser degree on a central library. Their

information needs often parallel those in the academic and indus-

trial realms. These professionals require thousands of pieces of

information, that need to be read and processed daily.

The volumes of items retained for intelligence purposes has

grown to an unmangeable'size in the past few years, and has become

the major factor for the agencies attempt;ing to convert to paper-

lessness. Their chosen options have been to convert to microfilm

and machine-readable data bases. The advantages of this are

numerous, such as the ease of dissemination ,: *improved search

capability, decreased paper handling, etc.

Though they found that paperless certainly had its advantages;

they also disCOvered its problems. One problem it the cost involved
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in converting to paperless. This cost would be prohibitive if the

agencies were to convert all of their documents. .Another problem

is the human factor--paper is more readable and far more "caress-

able". It'seems that the analysts have developed a. love for paper

and are a little reluctant to give it up for a seeminly cold

machine.4

SAFE was created in two basic step , with the first being the

development of a machine assisted dissemination system; the spcond

was the development of some models of analysts' private files.

The MAD (Kachine-Assisted Ditspmination) operation worked in the

following way. All dispatches were formatted, and then an initial

computer scan of the text compared each word against words in a

dictionary. If the proper words were present in the di.spatch, and.

were in the, proper order, then the item was disseminated;

To tolVe he problem of handling the private files of the

analysts, they elected to microfilm the documents and bu4ld

computer-based indexes to them. The indexes were built online

and were subject to certain limitations on size and complexity;

but the actual design of an index was up to the individual analyst.

The SAFE system is expected to be completed in 1981k and will

provide intelligence analysts with a highly reliable, dynamic set

of tools. The system is intended to be a 24-hour-a-day, 7-days

a-week operation; and along with the microfilm will provide:

1. faster distribution of incoming intelligence,

2; improved organization of and retrieval from

central and personal computer or hardcopy files,
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3. procedures for composing and coordinating

information, and

indirect access to other intelligence community

and commercially..available computer systems;

The system will be implemented in phases; with the first phase

including a "message analysis" module which processes and formats

incoming messages, then disseminates them; SAFE is intended to

reduce the amount of paper, while providing analysts with faste
.,

more complete mail receipt, and offering the analyst a more complete

and accurate information retrieval system.

The:Role of the Library

It would seem clear that librarians must begin to give serious

consideration to what the library of the future may look like.

Certainly, the technologies discussed here will greatly effect how

we function in the future. It is obvious that the 'traditional"

library will be feasible for some time to coma, Lut it is important

that the profession identify the actions needed to move us from

dealing almost excluslvely with print on paper to dealing with

electronic media.

Lancaster points out that there are two major facets of the

situation to be considered:

1. How will the library apply electronics to the

handling of electronic materials?

2. How will the library apply electronics to-the

handling of printed, microform, and other
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materials, assuming that materials of this

type still require processing, and how will

the electronic processing of these materials

be integrated,with the electronic processing

of the electronic materials?

The first question is the one which needs the most attention,

while the second is represented somewhat by the automated systems

.already in existence--such as automated acquisitions, serials

check-in, and circulation systems.

For each of the present activities now performed by libraries,

we need to consider 3 questions for the future: (1) will it remain

the same; (2) will it exist in some different form; or (3) will it

not exist at all? Also, some thought needs to be given to new

services not currently available that will be fruitful in the

electronic library.

it is probable the library of the future will be a center.

in which access to data bases and data banks will be possible.

Where trained personnel will be available to assist the user in

the exploitation of these resources. Even in the electronic world,

sure. there will be a need for libraries to collect, catalog,

and InClex materials of a purely local interest. An industrial

library will still need to retain its own literature--correspondence,

technical reports, etc.--and see that it is indexed and readily

available. There may also exist libraries which index selected

portions of the literatUre forming a baSe of highly specialized

information.

a
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Assumi ng that libraries will still "collect" materials in the

electronic World in the future; what will be involved in the selec-

tion and subsequent collection of materials? Presumedly, a library

collects materials in order to make her more accessible to the

population they serve. One would think that in the electronic

world that physical accessibility will hardly be the problem.

"Intellectual accessibility"; however, may be the purpose of

17)

orr W5 library; In other words, libraries will tailor their

orMation to the needs of the particular interests of their users

In such an environment; a library might endeavor to select, from

a universe of available resources, those items that have a high

probability of being of interest to library users. The object of

this selection is to make these items more intellectually access-

ible to the users by utilizing more precise indexing procedures.

Libraries would construct profiles of interests and regularly match

them against the data bases to obtain primary data newly added.

It would seem likely that librarians as well as other.,:types

of information specialists will still be needed in a paperless

system. People of this type would certainly be needed for the

indexing and abstracting of the primary literature. They wouli

also be needed to construct the indexing vocabularies required for

the efficient exploitation of machine-readable data bases. Although

online terminals'will be very possibly widely available, some type

of an online referral service will most likely be needed. It is

quite probable that we will still need' information specialists who

are familiar with the resources available and know how these
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resources can lop:tapped Even in the electronic world, there will

still be individuals who are willing to let others compile and

present the information they need.

It is hard to believe that books will ever die out completely,

and most likely libraries will continue for quite some time to

grow in size and complexity. We will see, though, an increasingly

number of books and other printed sources being relegated to a

-;
reference function, mainly accgssible to specialists. Active

research information, in increasing volume, will be stored on

magnetic tape, disk, and in microform. The Government Printing

Office is already converting much of its massive amount of publi-

cations to microform, and the trend will likely continue.

CONCLUSIONS

It is clear then, that with the exponential growth of infor-

mation, that conventional methods of information handling will

soon t_come obselete as well as inhibitively costly. This will

certainly effect the accessibility of such information urless

steps are taken to automate procedures to process this massive

amount of information. Computer processing is becoming increas-

ingly economical in comparison to other techniques, and offers the

best opportunity for increased accessibility.

We seem to be presently in an interim phase in which machine-

readable data bases exist side by side with printed data bases.

The computer is used to produce a conventional printed publication

which i5 also distributed conventionally. This must certainly

JJ
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change in order to advance into the electronic age. At some future

date there will certainly be a crossover from electronic production

of print to electronic publication and dissemination. This same

evolution will also take place with primary literature, though it

is prediCted to lag somewhat behind the development of secondary

publicarion.

The paperless society seems to be a very real possibilrty

even by the end of this century. There is a growing need to study

the implications of these rapid technologica' changes for publishers,

libraries, and individuals concerned with using and producing

information. If we do not begin now to pian for such a future,

we may very well not be ready to meet the challenge.
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ABSTRACT

Since 1975; France has devoted a large share of its resour-

ces to developing an integrated telecommunications:system; France

plans to make the telephone network the fundamental component of

an information-based society; This network; the telematique, will

tie phones; TV, facsimiles; computers and other elements into a

matrix; A tradition of centralized social plarining enables Frante

/-
to pursue this program aggressively. Nationwde .placement of ter=

minals has begun. The social impacts of rapid innovaijon are being

discussed. This paper traces develOpment of the telematique and

points out=tOme implitatiOnt for the .1), S.

A nationwide program is affording France the opportunity to

betortie the firtt "Wired nation." Many current developments in France

_
are familiar to Americans: automation of factories and offices, pene-

tration of cable television and computerization of all sorts.. How-;

ever, the forces and processes and debate behind these advances

make for an interestrig comparison.with those in the U. S.
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GOVERNMENT LEADERSHIP AND THE NORA=MINC REL),<-1

National Discussion

A government=led drive aims at linking home and business ter-

minals with massive databases, consumer services and other integra-

ted electronic schemes. This program is the most visible component,

for French citizens, of their government'sgroundwork for an in-

filuation economy.

The Paris government is funding the largest share of research,

.production and installation cf computer-based telecommunications sys=

. tem. Its main agent is the huge Centre National d'Etudes des

lecommunications-- rather like a nationalized Bell Labs. Besides

technical initiatives, the government has fomented discusSion

on ameliorating economic dislocations as old jobs are replaced by

new ones. There seems to be a need in French publications to hash

out thtidjustments families, workers, schools and political

institutions will have to make to accommodate this pioneering

programs

Teaching us how to think about the computerized society may

_

become Frances biggest contribution to late twentieth-century

thought.

Economic Incentives for France

Since the time of Colbert and Louis XIV, France has had a

1. R. J. Raggett, "French DGT Forges Ahead on Telematique Projec

Telephony 201, 24 August 1981, 62=64.
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centralized economic system; In the post-World War II period, seven

national "indicative plant" have set economic and sociological goals

for the nation, providing both implicit and explicit policies for

governmental implementation. Centralized economic planning, wh it.

establishing voluntary rather than mandatory objectives for the

private sector, is more influential than in any other Western demo

cracy.2

Having penetrated world markets since 1945 in areas such as

. motor vehicles; electrical;equipment and other finished goods,

France in the 1970's, as did the U. S., lost markets to Japan and

the developing county.es. Productivity lagged in the traditional

industries-- the smokestack sector. The 1973 oil embargo disrupt-

ed industries relying on petroleum and emphasized the frability of

energy-intensive means of production.
3

The Norte- -Minc- Report

The seminal document of France's infbrmationsystems program

is a report by Simon Nora and Alain Minc, commissioned by President

Giteard in 1978.
4 The Nora-Minc report addressed technblogical, fi-

nanCial ,and sociological issues raised by computerization. The re-

port was a bestseller and its most lasting contribution to informa-

tibn science may bethe coinage of la telematique to describe the

2. Arthur S. Banks et Economic Handbook of the World: 1981

(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1981), 1E3.

3. Ibid., 153-154;

4. Simon Nora and Alain Mine, The Computerization of Society (Cam=

bridge, MA: MIT Prest, 1980).

6
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new systems;

La telematique is the "merger of computers; telephone and tele-

vision into a new kind of digital code; a single yet differenti-

ated system that allows for ... interaction between persons or Com:

paters 'speaking to' computers."5

The Nora-MiC dOCUMent is a plan of action and-a reasoned ana-

lysi.s; in the best traditions of the land of Descartes, of the infor=

mation-fueled democratic society. The computer revolution "will al

ter the entire nervous system of social organization."6 Micro- and

minicomputers will decentralize decisionmaking and governments may

lose their present stake in communications "if they do not provide

themselves with the means to'become a partner in a game where they

can no longer be the master."7

The authors present a scenario, borrowing from Ivan Mich, of.

small groups of citizens talking to etch other and the agencies of

governance in a huge feedback-loop; arriving at decisions by consen-

sus; The State provides linkages; switching centers and the tools

of electronic conviviality. Information becomeS soeialized, like

electricity or railroads.8

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TELEMATIQUE PROGRAM

While the Nora-Mine report engendered lively ditcutSion of a

5. Ibid., vii.

6. Ibid., 3.

7. Ibid., 29.

8. Ibid., 136-140.
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philosophical nature;: the more practical proposals have been quick-

ly acted on by the governments of Giscard, Pompidou and Mitterand.

Major advances in digital telecommunications had taken place previous

to Nora-Mine. In 1975, Giscard had assigned the top priority in the

Seventh Plan to modernization of the telephone network-- a sick joke

among Europeans. The Post, Telephones and Telegraphy Ministry (PIT)

was authorized to spend thirty billion dollars to improve internal

telecommunications.
9

Years-long waits for residential hookups and

frustrating efforts to achieve a dialione were to be corrected, and

the most advanced national network in the world instituted. Exports

. -

of telematique systems (for it was a system that was foreseen; not

patchwork with incompatible bits of equipment) were to be a major

source of earnings and a French presence abroad, especially in the

With its authority over phones, television and state-directed

industries; the Pars government has conducted largescale trials of

telematique components in an amazingly short period of time, and is "

spreading the matrix across the nation. The most immediate goal is

the replacer vt of telephone di tories by touch terminals.

Ih the Ille et Villaine regionjyf northwest France, outlined

in Figure 1, about 1,500 phone customers were provided directory

9. Joel Stratte-M@Clure, "French Telecommunications," Scientific

American 243 (Sept. 1980): 26-28.

10. Ibid., 33-35.
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terminals in April 1981. After the successful trial, 300,000 further

devices were to be placed in Ille et Villaine in 1982. Thirty-four

million of the terminals will be provided to telephone subscribers

by 1991.
11

Each nine-inch CRT, of a generic line of Minitel products

from'four manufactures, costs the government about $250. Volume

production, including sales of Minitels through Tymshare; Inc., in

the U. S., is aimed at reducing that to $100. The PTT expects the

replacement of paper directories by giveaway terminals to be cost-

effective, considering the costs of paper, printing and distribu-

tion of paper versions. The number of directory assistance opera-

tors will also be reduced.
12.

Figure 2 shows what the terminal user sees in being led, by

menu, to a listing.

Figure 3 is a "page" from the professional listgs, formerly

the Yellow Pages. The arrow indicates a display ad pu by a

garage.

Figure 4 is the display ad summoned by the subscriber: vpe

face, layout and use of logos are highly manipulable.

Figure 5 is the flow of data in the directory system

the Ille et Villaine trials. The user's terminal at upper

11. France. PTT, "La Te'lematiqu " (pamphlet, n.d.); France. Intelma-

tique, Td-le-tel/Videotey (Paris: Intelmatique 1982), 33, 45.

12.N"Turning Telephones into Terminals," Business Week.- (1 October

1979), 88-90; PTT press releases.
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Figure 1. Areas of Telematique_ Installations.
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Figure 2. ElOctrOnic Dirctory Screen (adapted
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Figure 3. Electronic Directory Professional Pages Listing adap-ted
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Figure 4. Electronic Directory Display Advertisement (adapted
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Figure 5. Electronic Directory Configuration.
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The DirectorY Terminal Concentrator (DTC) is the!interface with

data transmission linkt for service access. One DTC serves about

20,000 subscribers.

The Interrogation or Inquiry Center (IC) conducts the dialogue

with users and conveys searches to the appropriate Documentation _

Center (DC) when the search has been correctly formulated; An IC

serves 200,000=500,000 users.

The DC holds white= and yellow-pages listings for a region,

and associated listings such as companies' inhOuSe directories; The

DC ser, j to 3,000,000 subscribers; It is here fileS are reOr=

ganized with updated listings; The PTT's directdry assistance (live).

operators use this databank, too, for personal assistance.

Updated listings; including changes Of addrett for white /yel-

low pages; and additional profeSSidnalS' ads as they are purchased,

are sorted through the Management Center. The MC assigns classifi-

cations to professional littingt.
13

The electronic directory is very user-friendly. Spelling er-

-rors are not critical. Unfamiliar users can be led through a ques-

tion and answer sequence; "old hands" can bypass this mode and get

to listings quickly. Whereas conventional PTT yellow pages list

14
4,500 headings, over 9,000 are provided by terminal -- a service

librarians can empathize with; and laud;

13. France. Intelmatique, Teletel/Videotex (1982), 4 :- 51.

14. Ibid., 33.
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Figure 1 also shows the locale of a concurrent trial of ful-

ly interactive teletext; dubbed Teletel, in three suburbs of Paris:

Versailles; Velizy and Val de Bievre-- hence "Teletel 3V" as the

project's name. These communities have been proffered electronic

banking and shopping and access to databases; One hundred seventy

vendors provide transport schedules, langw3ge lessons, headline

nevs, Bourse reports and an electronic mailbox amonr_i other ser-

vices; Participants have numbered 2;200;

Unlike the free telephone directory 'stirs in Tel-et-el

3V pay for access, but so far very little, Average cost for about

115 minutes of connect time per month has been $2.00= nqch cheaper

than even ERIC!15

The most .-,ali2nt aspect of the directory and teletext programs

is cumuonality of hardware, software and (a French coinage) "mix=

ware," the user-driven accessing procedures. In the future, the

-
directory Minitel will access Telotel videotext.

Another component is the "smart" credit card. It is embedded

with an 8Kbit ri,amory chip that debits the holder's account at the

point of transaction. The smart card will be used at home with the

Teletel system and at stores with appropriate terminals

Marketing in the U. S._

The telematique sales agency, Intelmatique, has had the smart

card tested in trials by a Minneapolis bank. Cable TV systems in

15. Ibid., 39-40.

16. France. Intelmatique; "Smart Card;" n.d.
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this country use thAntiope software, common to the Te4tel and

electronic directory sYstems, for cable-fed teleteXt. The Minitel

genus of terminal, perhaps theitroen Deux-Chevaux of CRTS, is

marketed by Tymshare, Inc. A long-distance facsimile deviCe is

distributed here by 3M. The fruits of the grand programme have

arrived on U. S. shores. As the French sales force gains market-

ing experience, their mix of_compatible products may attract wide

talet.

CONCLUSION

The telematique program is highly centralized in direction.

Government agencies are the sources of new materials; products and

patent applications. After government-funded R & D, the planners

in Paris assign production to manufacturers; many of which were

nationalized after the 1981 Socialist election victory. The prime

telematlque contractors are CSF Thomson; CII Honeywell(Bull, Alca-

tel and Mai-a. Installation. is accomplished by the national tele=

phone authority (PTT) and the television authority.

This centralized direction is in contrast to telecommunida-

tions policy in the U. S., where decentralization of telephone

service (fur gyred by the AT&T breakup) is the rule. Computer re-

search and production is also in the pri ;ate sector (albeit high-

ly supported by the military) with IBM, Apple and all the others

competing within their market segments. Technical standards are

17. "Te)gnatique News" (August 1981),

/1
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the domain of the private producer, or are worked out by varied

professional organizations (IEEE; ASCI, ANSI) and Federal aaencies.

Cable TV is distributed - a system of local franchises awarded on

a city-by-city basis;

Whereas Paris is the political, economic, cultural and fi-

nancial center of .rance, our activities spread from the Silicon

Valley to' W7-1 .eet to Washington and Route 128 'and many places

in between.

A French-style, sustained program of computerization-of-day

to day Services is unlaely u,:der-aur-political economy. Termi

nal will arrive in our hon:, ';;):;: we make the purchase decision.

Yet France, by assignirg analysts like Noraj and

Minc to conceptualize the information society; by getting a termi-

nal into the hands of the majority of the citizenry; and by de-

signing a fairly seamless telecommunications system, can show

us much. It will be wor-A-1 following the discussion within this so-

ciety as it grapples with quejons of distributive justice, edu-

cation and governance in this new age.
.0-

We will surely hear more about la telematique as it spreads

from rariS across.. the vineyards and villages of France.
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THE CAUSES, MEASUREMENT,,, AND PREVENTION

JOURNAL MUTILATION IN AN ACADEMIC LIBRARY

Carroll Varner

University Library

University of Nebraska at Omaha

Omaha; Nebraska

/11STRACT

The causes of journal mutilation in the academic library are

given and the types of patrons guilty of the act are discussed. A

measurement system for journal mutilation is proposed which accounts

for all such incidents reported by patrons or discovered by the

bindery staff. Beneficia, aspects of microforms for journal Pre=

servation are considered. Preventative measures to match each type

of mutilation are listed.

One of the most frUStrating experiences any of us has is to come

upon a bound volume in our library with an article 'ripped out of it.

We recently had a Volute turned in at the periOdicials window

at UNO and i, latid six articles ripped out of one 1.88110; It vas

interesting because the first person who found it after the articles

were ripped out made some comments the margin. Successive pat-
!

ron.. then made their own comments; "The Person who did this is a

real $*@!" The next person commented; "I agree!" and the third

person sugges .ed what could be done to the person who had torn the
r

articles out.
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Another bound volume had a whole issue of Natural History torn

which was one-fourth of the entire volume. -

I think a letter to Library Journal a few years ago by a lib=

rarian probably reflects our sentiments. The person said to the

editorsof a photography magazine that she wished they would begin

issuing their magazine with perforated_pages and nothing on the back

So they could be easily ripped out by patrons who enjoyed phdto=

graphic life StudieS!

I will be examining journal mutilation only and I have not

dealt with book mutilation or theft of any sort,

Let me first deal with classifying some of the causes of journal

mutilation in the academic library. Usually; more than one of the

causes is at work in a case of journal mutilation. The firs, is a

well- documented cause of journal mutilation: the installation in an

academic library of an electronic security system.
1

The premise

eems to be that if the mutilator can not steal the thing they wish,

whether book or magazine, they will simply tear the information they

want out of the material.

The second cause of mutilation is the fruStratioh that builds

!tip in the paron. We are all probably familiar with the Situation

of going to the library to photocopy an articleon]z to find that

all the copiers are broken or all have long lines which turn aten-

minute job into a hour job. The confusion or lack of easy access

at the reserve desk is pr -,bably the second largest cause of frustra-

tion. Certainly, an uncaring staff and physical barriers also pre-

Vent people from getting the material they would normally get and

lJ
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Aot
cause frustration.

Recently, the Regents put a $50.00 registration surcharge on

university students. The anger built up in the registration proceSS

could be taken out on the library as a representative state institu

tion when-the f-..tudents come over from registration and have to look

up some materials they need.

Theodore Hines at UhiverSity of North Carolina at Greensboro,

explored the whole concept Of the ftuStrated user rather eXtenSferely

eight years ago in an article entitled "Theft, Mutilation, and the

LoSS=To=USe Ratir. "2 This contribution; apart from examiLThg and

library from the frustrated user's point ,of view;

contributed a concept that I think 5s verybeneficial to libraries;

that is the loss-to-use ratio; It simply says that in two similar

libraries some mutilation is bound to occur and those two libraries

should have similar mutilation rates. However, one of,the libraries

may be used twice as much as the other one and so may have only haf

the problem of the other library. As'you can see, it isn't so muc

the amount of mutilation, but rather the ratio of the mutilation com-

pared to the use of the library. I do no+ think very many libraries

compile this data on a regular basis, but I think if they are col-

lecting the statistics that will allow them to compile the ratio,

it is a revealing statistic.

A thitd case of mutilation is the pressure %ituation which

eX1.- in the academic environment. Our students are under persona

Social, and academic pressures simply because they are students;

Which cause them to behave erratically from expected normal behavior.

7f
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at times; Most of us are familiar with the student uh-, puts a few

prime magazines in a special place behind a set of encyclopedias or

hides them under a stack of magazines in a particular area so that

they can come back and get them. This is probably a common example

of the pressured student. We are also familiar with the entire

class of students who are assigned to write on the same topic;

Those students, hopefully, go to the reference deSk early enough

that we can detect the problem. BUt I think our professional schools

probably experience thiS kind of mutilation cause more often than
4

others. As one medical librara n put it, "The surgeons of tomorrow

are practicing their technique on ur magazines today."

The fourth and final cause'of journal mutilation is certainly f
the worst. It is one withoUt a readily identifiable cause because

it haS to do with the environment in which each individual is raised

and it is simply the result of orcish behavior.
3 Ores, as you know,

if you're from ardund the realms of the Middle earth, were identifi-

ed by J.R.R. Tolkien as being creatures who really did not care what

a mess they left behind them as they welt through the land. In fact,

they ::.:?.quently left a trail of .debris and garbage and uprooted

plants with little thought for those who must use the land and the

environment after them. I think that is Probably a very accurate.

description. These characteristics have a kind 'f fantasy or an

unbelievable quality because we can not imagine that there are

those among our patrons who are so 'selfish and who hold themselves

so outside society's standards of conduct; Yet there seems to.be no

other easy way to identify this cause of mutilation.

it



MeaSaring journal mutilation is related to how we approach

prevention of mutilation in the_Iibrary. I think most of us proba'oly
1

discover mutilation in two ways; First; the binclery peyon finds a

good deal of mutilation in preparing magazines for the bindery. At

UNO, we estimate that 50 percent of our mttilation is discovered

this way and we bind about 400 s each month. The second common

way of discovering mutilation is for patrons to report it to us.

We think about 50 percent is reported in this way at the service Win=

dow which adjoins the current periodicals area. There; if it is not

Time magazine; L'EXpress,'or Spprts Illustrated; or one Of the Week-

lies that are going to get worn out anyway;. we order replacement

pages;

Replacement pages are the beSt method of measuring mutilation

availa":le to us. There are a feW other methods that are often used

with which I haVe some 1)r-dbl.-ems. They have their uses; but I do not

think they --e quite as good as replacement pages;

The firSt of theSe is the cost to the library found by adding

the mailing postage, photocopying; and the staff costs, then divid-

ing by the number of transactions to arrive at an average price fOr

_=

each mutilated. article. It is similar to the -%easure of the time un=

available to patros which is also used. This measure simply counts

the days before the information is back in the magazine. I think

these measures are useful, but they measure the effeetS of the mut-

ilation and not the amount Or extent of the mutilation. These are

best used in making an appeal for a larger binding budget.



These measures are not so good if you are in a resource sharing

arrangement; because there the costs are reduced. They are not a

reflection of the extent of the true difficulty that is caused to

the library and the patron because we have been So.efficient in re=

placing the material!

have some difficulty with the third type of measurement which

is the survey for detecting mutilation. I do not believe that a

shelver, for instance, can pick up a bound VOlUme and easily detect

mutilation that has occurred. You can not tell that a number of

pages have been removed simply by examining it without opening it

and taking time to thumb throUgh the whole set. When you have over

4;000 journals it is a bit extreme The survey method must rely on

a feW journals. .When you use in your sample Sports Illustrated yid

Reader -'s D- ig -est, as was done in two major reported survey situations,

then you are not getting to the heart of the problem. This brings

U8 back to the replacement page as a very useful measure of both the

use of the journal and the extent of the mutilation taking place.

In the first table you will see that the growth and extent of
"1-

the problem can be easiIy.tracked by recording the number of re=

placement pages which must be ordered each month. You Sed that our

problem was small in September. It grew Steadily through December

and was really at crisis level frOt 'January to 144fei, spurring us to

greater effort during the Summer MonthS. This was our first discov-

ery at UNO Of the real extent of th mutilation that was occurring.:

In the second table, you Will see the Top Ten 112-tilated Journals at

UNO Library. I think this kind of table is probably the most useful

7!..1
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TABLE 1

REPLACE1ENT PAGES ORDERED AT UNO LIBRARY

SEPTEMBER, 1981-APRIL, 1982

116116 #0F PAGES MaUDH # OF PAGES.

SEPTEMBER 42 JANjARY 146

OCTOBER 68 FEBRUARY 142

NOVEMBER 20 MARCH 188

DECEMBER 162 APRIL 319



TOP TE1 ¶ITE JIM AT IN LBO

SEPTHER) 1981-itAY, 198Z \

ILE

1. JOURNAL OF CRIMINAL LAW AND CRIMINOLOGY

2, JOURNAL OF FAMILY ISSUES

31 PMERICAN SOCIO.OGICAL REVIEW

PCAD:MY,OF 1ANAGEMENT JOURNAL

5. EANKIN G LAW XURNAL /
6-

/
1

7. FR) ItcgoLoGY
:/' I.)

Si cOURNAL OF hVERBA.-. BEHAVIOR / . 38

9. ERICA FILM 33

E: SMITH COLLEGE S jUlES IN SOCIAL CORK 30

#OF

91

58.

53

52

8i

SOCIAL SCIENCES INDEX

PSYCHOLOGY

SOCIAL SCIENCESINDEX

BUSINESS PERI ICA. INDEX

SINESS FR )CL INDEX

READER'S 11i E

SCIENCE

PSYCHOLOGY

FILM

PSYCHO.OGY

bit

EalND

EOUND

CROF ORM

POUND

RIND ,

BOUND

1UND

OUND

ICROFORM

1UND
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kind of table for publi: by and making people aware of :1 ,I,Hation in

the library it is rather effectiVe to call up a de;:artment chair-

pQrsor in criminal law, for instance, and point out that the journal

in their particular subjeCt area is the NO. 1 victim of journal mut-

ilat,on. it is also useful to point out to the business college

that two of their journals are in the To Ten. Aid by looking at

the index. -)r bject of the journal y's I can do this kind of analysis

and point chat au, of the top ten ',C4o are presently being re-

placed by micrei rm. This table is also very Uteful for adding to

articles in loci camps::- -.:Daper which I will touch on later.

The third table shows t:: Binding practices for different

journals by index. Note that ?learly .50 percent of the trie7azine

indexed in Reader's Guide are preserved in microform, Five of the

seven mutilated journals listel in ,,ader's Guide are put in micro -.:

fbrt SO you can see that there is evolution going on without any

Tanned intent. Reader's'Guide journals are slowly being changed

over to microform as a natural process. Business Periodicals :Index;

on the other hand, haS 75 percent of its journals bound and four of

the six 'Mich received replacement pages aro in bound volumes rather

than microform: Finally, you can see that the Social Sciences Index,

with only 9 percent preserved on tibrofofM had twelve of thirteen

mutilation incidents out of the bound VOlumeS. We hove to examine

the journals in Reader's , .de and Business Periodicals Index which

were mutilated to see if they should be put kin microform and without

question, the Social Sciences journals should be reviewed.
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At IJNO, we have a hlodtro iracticer, statement which state

qite cLearly Uhat H- a hrclem virtue or mut-

ilation or heavy use; will use microform as a r7.2ans to preserve

it I think this Lab] 1 0 t ru.L.:ument after we have made ',hat

sort of decision with ,;ours'' to !r.bristrate that It is a neces-

hod of preservation it wii not satisfy the faculty mem)e:-

tut I c -tainIy'will utif (ur actions. It is a no-win battle

where we can occasionally have a standofr.

me dell :or a rew moments on rner,,rorms. Ii think looking

at thL:. chart ys --in't help :at think about your microf,rtat -:tua-

it I. intereth',.t one of the 1.1-.-St SurveyS done about

microform a-s a to mUti:Htion was done here in Nebraska.

it was one in T,,rney by hou ;4b, in 1972. in that article;

there: were really endS: ther was really no question but

that ::..iCrof-orM Was the SOlUtion, We WOuld prolably raise a few more

eyebrows today if we conch id''- that microform wr toe only s: ution.

We are not -quite so najJre as t un' that we can put c.rcrytr 2ng in

:nicroform, bu- that time the librarians ,z,urveyea :el U uite

clearly that if there as mutilation occurring, microform was th:2

answer. Whether share that view or not, it is pro: Lily happen=

ing by an evolutionary'process;

I am encouraged by many of the things in the microform Vel-SuS

paper problem which .faces as all. I think -The thing that encou: sea

me the most is that it is the jOurnaas in the popular inde:'Les hat

get the heaviest use and so (referring back to the los's-to-use ratio)

our mutilation, because it is occurring in those inL ,xed journals,
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is probably hot the worst problem that we have in the library.

Second eabOuragirc: thing is thdt we can easily justify and

p_.chase becas o: the data we have collected on replace=

_
went pageS on the heavily used jo7:rnala. I have mentioned our Pind-

ih;7 PracticeS Statement and I think that it is our best justification

or eleciUt, and converting certain journals.

The third thing which pleaSeS me is that the mutilation

ink; in our journals naa a partial solution in a dual access approach

to pr.serving journals_ Ddal access" simply means when

choose to convert a title to microform we also nonpermanently

the per issues for about $1.00 or one-sixth what it costs if per-

manently binding it. We keep these nonpermanently bound volumes on

the shelf for one, two; three years until they fall apart without

any attempt to replace rages since we do have the d!-i,ion on

microfilm. This help:, answer the faculty member an ,atron who

really doesn't want the material to be put in microform.

The final encouraiJing thing is that we are getting some highly

specialized indexes only index materials; but provide the

material in fiche format. The best example of thiS at UNO is the

irncrican Statistics T-hde which we purchaSed for About $5000 And

Which has all of its information in a special set Of fiche. We have

found at UNO that some of the journals such as the Federal Reserve

Bank publications; are essentially reproduced in whole on tt ^se

fiche that accompany the AEI set; When the business college is

expanding. as rapidly as it has been; that is a comforting thought.
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Let me conclude with some preventati.,:e measures for muti,Lion

in the academic library so that you don't think that 11 think

form is the only answer.

For the first type of mutilator; the casual mutilator tere is
4

an answer in a low -key; persistent publicity campaign, both in i-hc

library and in the vaLious campus media. For the frustrated

tor, the best solution is going to be we. placed photocopiers,

an ease to use reserve system, good .taff, and r lack of physic.al

harriers.

think if you ask yourself, as any good service operation

should, if you are o,.a things the way you are doing tnet for the

patron;' convenience or fcr your own convenience.. the solution to

man:: f the frustrated mutilatbr'S probleMS Will cote clear. You

will have a better operation for asking the qUeStion.

For the third type of mutilator, the pressured mutilator:; there

IS no easy Solution. enlightenment so that everyone ices

net get ti.e Samt_ ._:,gnment is a start. Heavy use of the reserve

room for the more difficult assignments and real contact between tne

faculty member and the student so that the faculty member knows what

each student is working on would help. If the student were reluct-

ant to remove information knowing that the faculty member coald

Identify him or her ty the subject matter, it might be a deterrent.

Finally, for the orcish mutilator, microform has to be the best

solution. All you can hope to do is to catch an Orc at work some=

time and when you do I hope ;,,uu make him Squeal!
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EVER HEAR OF

Joyce Thie:--r

U. S. Conn Librari-

Wayne State CollEge

Wayne, Nebraska

ABSTRACT

ACceSs Services is essentially a new concept for the phase

of library use: after library instruction for the patron; after

Technical Services for the material; but before reTtiring

reference assistance. This paper addresses what exactly is

access i-rViceS, 1-,T it interfaces with other library depart=

ments, and a variety of concerns which are unique to this unit.

My paper takes a different tack to the same problem we

have been discussing for the last day and a half--getting the

-
patron and the material they want tJgether quickly and easily.

Cutrently there is a concept in the United States toward

creating new divisional concept in libraries. Traditidnally,

- _

We have had Public or Reader Services Technical Services, and

at times Central Services. This -new area, hoWeVer, is called

Access Services.

I analyzed the jobs appearing in American Libraries for

1982. I found only three advertisements for AtteSS Services:

One in New York, one at Stanforth and One at the University

of Tulsa, Oklahoma. The latter was the only ad to appear for

SO



the midwester7 t of states.

I would lthe to read a part of this e "ACCESS SERVICES

LIBRARIAN. New position, reporting to the associate director

for public services, will be responsible for the administration

of the access services department, which includes circulation,

reserve collection, interlibrary loan, current periodicals room,

stack maintenance, and collection security." Candidates were

expected to have the regular type of experiences and education.

"Preference will be given to candidates who have experi^_nce

with interlibrary loan (including the OCLC subsystem), automated

circulation and eleCtronic security."

Now that ydu haVe heard a general description of the

responsibilities of the division head; :That does chis new

division claith as its territory? It includes all libra* con-

cepts inherent in the patrons r..mplot:':ng their mission to

their satisfactiOn. It is the phase wlieu the patron is on her/

his own, after having received liar y inst-,7uction; but before

seeking a referehte librarian's aEsistallce. Essentially, it is

the concept of 60 patron locating the material or information

she/he is after and leaving the library with the desired,

material hand. This is a simple concept, but not at all

Simple in practice.

Acti28S Services aZtova, actually encourages, the :atroli to

obtain 1:;...i:/his own infolmation. It takes a second-party-,Stance

e5-; opposed to Refz:re-.-..c.e's one-on-one ov;ticok. The result of
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Access Services role is equal to.the often discussed statistical

unknown--those patrons who come into the library; find or locate

whatever they do or do nbt want, and leave either satisfic

dissatisfied. (Hopefully satisfied).

Access Services is logically a 1 ::rid between certain tradi-

tional Technital Ser-Oices ar.4 ' --ence Services functions. How-

eVet, it is totally a Public is unit in its philosophical

outlook:

. The A:ees-3 Service area interfaces with other library

departments and units very well. For example; it is the cul-

mination of Technical Services work when combined with patrons.

It is different from its sister area of Reference and online

searching; In these two areas the librarian assists the patron

in obtaining material and information; in other words, guided

assistance; Interlibrary Loan can be defined as eitaer a part

of Technical Services, Reference Services, Public Services, or

Access Services:

The concerns which are unique to Access Services and are

separate from the other departments include accessing material

tn whatever format it is found in the libraly. Policies in

Circnla_ - and Interlibrary Loan must insure that the material

is equitably available to all potential clientele of the li-

brary, including the handicapped; the patron who only wants

"a vary short article to complete this darn assignment";

the patron who wants something light to read while relaxing;
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and the patron doing research. In other wors; aspects

of circulation, such as thetkoOt policies= renewals, and other

daily routines, are of direct concern to .ihe Access Service

division.

Reserves, by its very definition; fits di-rc:-ly into the

patron's need for ready access of material; Threfore, this is

another logical subgroup of Attess Services;

Another concern is the Peed for security of the cater 1

destined to be accessed which includes mutiL...ti. 1
concerns and

security systeMs.

one of the larger concerns of Access Services is the mate

rial which makes up the library's collection. This is A C

tical issue. Access Services is an outgrowth of the closed vs.

open stacks debate; Philosophical discussions continue over

the direc shelf approach vs. the broWSing approach of patron:

o locate what they want.

In my 0?irion, Access Services underwent its gestation

period in the stacks; In other words, the s of our

larger libraries have given birth to the concept of Access

Services. Circumstances in these stack areas made libraries

think about: procedures and poliCieS for shelving material,

collection management, stacks maintenance, Shelfreading;

shifting, shelf arrangements, floor p2..1.s, space assignments

types .)f shelving, formulaS for stack capacit3._; unique

shelving needs of the Material, specifically trained staff,

the height of ranges as it limits some patrons from accessing
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or obtainingla volume from the top shelf i.e. for the short or

wheelchair-bound patron, and lightin.

Conservation is a sister to stacks concerns in Access Ser-

ViCe8; because without material there is nothing to access. MUth

has been recently written on conservation. Those concepts Which

are most critical are environmental concerns such as lighting,

humidity; and temperature; Secondly is the cleaning the

building by the janitorial staff.

Exactly where to place responsibility Jr periodicals is a

grey issue which requires more thought. shelving and

maintenance needs are similar to thoSe of :tack materials.

Binding procedures, however; may not tecL,,sarily fit well into

a definition of Access ServiCeS in yool library.

uto-atd circulation moves the phi.icsophy of Access Ser-

to being a reality, in my opinion. It enables better

J.Nagemeht control of z-he colleCtion and more efficient circu-

lation policies.

Other miscellaneous concerns of this new division are

storage whether in=h-dii. out of building, or compact shelving;

copiers; becauJe often the patron only wishes to find material;

copy it, and leave; tignage; staffing or personnel management

to meet thiS new division's unique needs; and building main-

tenance froth roof leaks, air conditioning; humidity, and mold,

to elevators and stairs. Also the planning for, but hopefully

avoiding, disasters is still another concern.
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Questions for today'slibrarian's include: When does a

library create such a new division or department: Each library

must decide for themselves when such a position is needed be-

'CAUSe of collection size, demand on the collection, level of

dissatisfaction registered by patrons; and/or the problems with

accessing material in general.

What type of person is best suirad ';c) fill such a position?

Fit8t the administration w' ed td decide which areas of

concern apply to your library and state which areas will be

included in Access Services; Then ideally* ideate someone who

has had experience in all of these areas. If not* they should

have experience in one or more areas plus be willing to learn

about the others. But most importantly is their willingneb,

lo look at the library as an inter-relLted system, yet through

the eyen of the very naive patron.

Why think about Access\Services? It is beneficial to the

library '-o ':ave one division whose primary concern is the

patron's need to access material. Access Services meets this

need on a day-to-day basis. ,,Serondly, Access Services' goal

is to analyze the patron's poential

to resolve these-problems hefpre tney occur

r"

3. ern

solving; psychology, and a sySte7y- approach: BesY.tic wouAn't

it be nice to have one d vision dealing solely with irate

patrons.
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OrBTAINING USER INPUT INTO
LIBRARY POLICY DECISION-MAKING
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ABSTRACT

Although library patrons are directly affected by library

policies, they are rarely consulted during the policy decision-

making process and thus may regard those policies as arbitrary or

irrational. Early in 1982, McGoogan Library patrons were involved

as partners in the decision-making process by means of a user bur=

vey distributed to all regular library clientele; Results were

tabulated via SPSS. Based on Silt-Vey findings; library hours and

Study room policies were changed, and additional data were obtain-

ed for use in long-range library planning; The survey proved to

be a valuable administrative tool for incorporating patrbn needs

into the decision-making process

In the Spring of 1982; the McGoogan_Library at the Univer-

sity of Nebraska Medical Center was faced With a mid -year budget

cut of three percent and a number of Significant problems in need

of ablutiona. Some of the problems ineluded! (1) student repluests

for extended hours of service and an administrative need to reduce
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hours as a cost saving; measure; (2) a Significant increase in the

cost of subsidizing interliLrary roan services for our primary

_

clientele; (3) numerous complaints from patrons about our study

room policies; insufficient library Seating, and circulation poll.=

cieS; and (4)' staff concern aboUt our current journal shelving

practices. The temptation to find "quick and dirty" solutions for

these problems was strong; instead, we chbse to do things right;

instead of fast; by first obtaining complete information about the

ektent of the problems and then inStituting.only those changes

Which were truly wrrented by thb situation;

SURVEY DESIGN AND DISTRIBUTION

Since most of the problems surfaced due to patr-on complaints,

it was decided that patrons should have a strong role in the deci-

sion-making process used to identify Solutions. It is a recognized

principle of conflict resolution that the most satisfactory solu-

tions are those whiCh Meet the needs of all concerned parties.

Library policies and procedures are designed specifically to pro-

vide services to patrons. why; then, should p_rSons most directly

affected by th6Se policies not have a voice in their creation?

A user survey was therefore distributed in Februtry, 1982,

to all MediCalte't-:facuItyi staff, and Students. A total of

480 responses were received; for a return rate of approximately

19.2 percent. By status, the respondantS included 48 percent Sth-

dentS, 37 percent faculty, 11 percent house officers and staff, and



4 percent n ina1 7NMC affiliates: UhiLe the overall response was

somewhat lower than We would have profctr..-!d, we felt that it rep

resented the opinions Of that portion of our primaty clientele

who are most interested in library services, and that persons who

were not interested enough *- return the survey would not greatly

care about the outcome.

Lowell Mattin. in a 1976 artic' Librar Ti ends on User

Studies and Library Planning; points out that it is ir,perative

designing a user study to determine at the out ;et exactly what

information iS needed and to define its purposes as precisely as

possible; Since this will determine what data are to be collected

:ad the size and cost of the investigation. Every question should

be subjected to a rigorous test of whether the information is really

needed and exactly how is will be USed.(1) In our case; the pur=

pose of the Survey was to elicit the opinions of our clientele

concerning possible solutions to problems which they or the lib

rarY Staff had identified as high priority targets for library

planning efforts; Survey respondents were to be given all of the

data relevant to making inforthed responses to questions. The

Cover letter explained that the Library was facing a significant

bUdget cut; and that the results would be used to determine the

reallocation of library resources. When a suggested solution for

a problem had an identifiable cost; that cost was fully explained.

Respondants were told; for example; that it costs a minimum of

511.85 per hour to staff the library at night, and that a 9:00 p.m.



cleSing on Friday night (two hours earlier) would result an

annual savings of $1232. In questions of library pOlicy not in-

vOlving an easily quantifiable cost; such as circulaticin and study

room policies, the current policies were fully explained; and teS-

pondant8 were asked to state their degree of satisfartion both

With the Current policies and with certain Suggested ehangeS.

Three Criteria were used in deciding on both the questions and the

suggested alternative solutions. First, the library Staff had to

be willing to accept any option chosen by a significant number of

reSpOhdants. Second, the staff had to be willing to forego any

option which was not acceptable to a significant number of patrons;

Third; informational questions ( . status and frequency of lib-

rary use) had to have a real purpose. T\io "fishing expeditions"

for irrelevant but interestin g data Were allowed. In general, the

questions involved policy changes with a price tag which would

affect the library's budget, (specifically hours of operation and

iiterlibrary loan fees) or policies Without direct financial impli-

cations but which were causing diStteSS to some library users or

staff; The latter included circulation policies; study room poli-

cies, an apparent need for additional library seating; and proce-

dures for the shelVing of current journals.

It was recognized that the status of the respondant could

strongly affect hiS or her response to certain questions. For

that reason; the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences

(SPSS), With its facility for producing cross-tabulated reports,
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was chosen to record the results; fr eacu case where there WaS:a

strong differene of opinions by status of the respoHdant, the re-

sponses of the user group which would be most affected by ariv

Change received closer consideration than the overall response.

SERVICE

The mid-year reduction in our budget hale Made it imperative

to consider a reduction in library hoUrS as a cost- saving measure;

At the same time; however; students Were catpaigning for en eton-

sion of hours beyond our normal 11:00 p.m. closing time; Although

this request was necessarily denied, We Were concerned that any

reduction in hours be at thciSe times which would least affect our

patrons. SurVey respondants Were therefore asked two sets of quest

tions concerning hoOtS. In the first set; they were asked to rank

the importance of maintaining cu-rent hours during certain SpeCi-

lied time periods (Monday through ThursdaY;Friday night; during

the summer, et-c.). Overwhelmingly;-maintaining current hetirS

Monday threidgh Thursday ranked as most important; while Maintain-

(

ing current hOurs on Friday night and during the Summer was con-

sidered least important;

Iii the .,:econd set of questions, respondantS Were asked to

indicate the extent to which they personally Would be inconven-

ienced by specified reductions in hoUtS. of service. In this area,

there were often significant differenCeS in the responses by

status; For instance; While 61 percent of all respondants said
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that -closing an hour earlier MOnday through ThurSday Would have

no effect on them; almost 32 percent of the students Said that an

early closing; would cause theM great inconvenience. It was there-

fore Cleat that no reduction in Weekday hours shOuld be considered.

Re§pOridants were also given a choice of alternative schedules

for reduttion of weekend hourS. While maintaining.tUrrent hours

on Saturday was a high-priority concern for most reSpondants; more

C.An 40 percent; including 30 percent of the students; indicated

that ft reduction to four hours on Saturday would cause Ehein no in-

convenience: There was; however; a strong preterence for an atter-.

noon schedule rather than a morning schedule. This response led

U8 to consider a previously,unidentified option of opening later

on Saturday morning rather than closing earlier in the afternoon;

Manv responses did confiLm previous suppositions. We had

felt strongly that A 9:00 p.m. closing on Triday night would not

greatly inconvenience cur patrons. 79 percent of the respondans

agreed with us; With mo significant variations by status. The

only major concern of student was that an 11:00 p.m. closing be

maintained on the evening prior to major examinations.

As a result of the survey findings; the decisibn was made

close two hours earlier on Friday evening and to open two hours

later on Saturday morning. In addition; it was decided that hours

would be extended until midnight on the evenings prior to Conjoints;

the major monthly examination required for all UNMC §tudents; and

National Board ExaminatiOnS. These reduction§ have resulted in On
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annual savings of approximately $2830 per year, With virtually no

complaints from patrons.

INTERLIBRARY LOAN FEES

The MCC-began Library has traditionally assumed all interlib=

rary loan feeS fbt its primary clientele; at an average cost of

$4.50 per item fet requests filled within the Regional Medical

-/

Library NetWetk. Because of the budget reduction, we were foteed

to consider for the first time passing on some interlibrary lean

.costs to the requester: Survey respondents were therefore asked

to indicate the extent to which their use of interlibrary loan

services would be affected by the imposition of fees at fbUt diff-

erent levels: The response showed that a fee of $1.00 per request

would have little effect on any user group. A $2.00 fee, while

reducing interlibrary loan usage somewhat, would still be accep-

table to the majority of library patrons. At $3.00 per request,

a fee would be a definite constraint on the use of interlibrary

loans; and at $4.50 per request, 55 percent of the faculty respon-

dents and 63 percent of the students said that the fee would pre-

vent them from rquesLing interlibrary loati8 We therefore deci-

ded that the maximum realistie fee to impose on UNMC users would

be'$2,00 per request

We also decided, however, not to impose interlibrary fees at

this time. Practically, interlibrary loans fill gaps in a lib-

rary's collection, and philosophically we believe that patrons
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should not he expected to pay for what the acquisitions budget can-

not support. Therefere, we see this service as anlobligatien

which we should continue to provide to our primary clientele With-

out charge for as long as possible. As further financial cenStr-

nints are imposed On the library's budget; however; it may become

necessary to reexamine our philosophy:

LIBRARY SEATING

In dealing with patron complaints; there iS often a dichotomy

betWeet the situation as perceived by the pattOt and by the library

Staff. UNMC students; for instance; frequently complained of in-

sufficient library seating; particularly during the week prior to

,

major examinations; Usage counts by library staff during the same

time periods showed only a 50 to 60 percent occupancy rate of avail=

able seating. However; it was also obvious that while all indivi-

dual study tables and carrels were fully occupied; the abundant

lounge-type seating (about 35 percent of the total) was under=

utilized; and large study tables seating four persons were rarely

occupied by more than tt-7b; We therefore became suspicibUS that

the amount of Seating was adequate; but that the type of Seating

was wrong. The Survey confirmed this suspicion. Small Study

tables seating one to two persons; or individual study carrels

With dividers were overwhelmingly preferred by most respondants;

While lounge chairs Or sofas were rated as least acceptable by

two- thirds of the respondents. Patron preferences therefore
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dictate that long-range planning for the library should include

the gradual replacement of lounge furniture with small study

tables, and that the long-standing practice of "converting" mall

study tables to other usas; such as tables for computers or audio-

visual equipment, should be reversed.

STUDY ROOM POLICIES

Thy most controversial questions in the survey dealt with

policieS for the use of the library's locked study rooms,

as well AS the eleven unlocked rooms which are available on a

first-cOMe, first-served basis. The locked rooms were restricted

to faCulty, graduate students; And visiting researcherS, who paid

a $1 deposit for the room key and were guaranteed EXClUsive use of

the room. The user was allowed to retain the room let a month or

until the key was recalled. Since the policy was loosely inter-

preted, and keys were recalled only when another user requested

a room, rooms were rarely available to new users Without a wait.

Undergraduate students, who were not eligible for locked rooms;

also complained loudly When unoccupied rooms were not made avail-

able to them at times when unlocked rooms Were full; The Refer-

,

Once Department, whith is responsible for controlling access to

the rooms, was equally dissatisfied with the existing policies,

since reference stafP; as the "enforcers" of the policies, were

the front-line recipients of complaints.

As with questions concerning library hours; respondents were
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asked first to indicate their degree of approval of existing poli==

cies. In general, there was approval of the existing policies re-

gardin use e£ the unlocked rooms, with lit :le difference accord=

ink to the status of the respondant. There was much less agree-

ment cuncerning locked room policies; however; with decided dif-

ferences according to status.

After the initial indication ol support for existing policies,

respondantS Were asked to rank their degree of support for eight

__-
suggested policy changes. Of the options presented; respondants

most faVered restricting the use of Study rooms to UNMC personnel

and reduting the period k_f use of lbtked rooms to two weekS. Sur-

prisingly, there was little support for the options of restricting

the use of study rooms to grchipS only, or for the elimination of

all locked rooms.

More unsolicited commeMtS Were generated on the subject

study room policies than in any other area; The'comments, more

than the.formal response itself, pinpointed the real areas of con-

troversy: Students resented the fact that apparently empty locked

rooms were unavailable to them and that unlocked rooms were often

illegally "reserved" by leaving Persoiial belongings behind when

going to class or on personal errands. Comments repeatedly pointed

out our deficiencies in enforcing existing polices. To quote one

faculty member: "I've given up trying to get a locked study room.

Your main problem 1.8 not effectively enforcing the one month 1)61.--

icy and colletting the keysl" Or; as an undergraduate student
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stated SuCcitictly: Your policies ate hot followed by studenz. o,

enforced by libro:% personnel; didn't you kriOc) that?"

We plead guilty; As a result of the responses, the 1ocke::

study room policy was imMediately reVi.,=;ed. While the restrictiOnS

on eligibility of users was retained, the number of locked room§

was reduced to three; in response to he need of unargiTaOuate:=;

fOr more unlocked rooms; the time period was reduced to two Week,

With one renewal .permitted, to make rooms available to more eligi-

hlo users; and the poliCY is tidt-,, rigidly enforced; cOmpleze with

overdue notices; fines fet late keys; and circulation blo,ks unull

keys are returned. As a result of the strict enforcement, rho,

users of both locked and unlocked rooms are satisfied that their

needs are being met; and complaints concerning study room iise

policies have virtually disappeared:

CIRCULATION POLICY

The McGoogan Libtaty'8 circulation policy is an interesting

mixture of liberal and restrictive; in that While journals; both

bound-and unbound, do circulate, books circulate for only one

week with a single one-week renewal permitted. The policy is do=

signed to provide Maximum availability of the collection to users,

since journals comprise both the largest and the most heavily used

part of our collection and we rarely purchase multiple copies of

monographs. The policy also makes no distinction by status of the

user, so that undergraduate student§ and department chairmen are
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11 governed 1),. the Same policy. Nevertheless; there were user

complaints aboUt the policy; and some library staff members also

t:-tr: the policy should be revised. We therefore decided to

our users fbi- their opinions on the Subject;

Tn general, we found that respondants are satisfied with the

circulation policy; although one-third did feel that the

_,an period fdt both books and journals is too short. We also

,,s1-, respondants if they feel journals should circulate at all:

T-tret-tingly; while 90 percent felt that bound journals should

irciilate, only 78 percent favored the circulation of unbound

issues. Several comments called for differential lean periods

r-acultv and stud ents. Since respondants are generally satis-

Wi,_h the policy; we decided not to change it at this time;

CURRENT JOURNAL DISPLAY

The flnal questiet on the survey dealt with the need for a

,paratc. display area for current journal issues: Since our cut-

rent journal. display hit8 will accomodate only about one-third Of

t
library's 3300 currently received serial titles; the less

oopular" current journal issues are shelVed in the serials stackS.

The divided location is both confusing for library users and expet-

give to maintain, iu that additional staff time is required fbt

pro(essing shelving journals in more than one location. SUr-

.7ey resporidahtS taut iqked to choose between three alternative

solutiong to the problem: (1) Eliminate the current journal dis-
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play and Shelve all current issues in the stacks (the solution

favOted by the library staff); (2) change to a different type

of shelving which would permit most of the currently received

titles to be shelved together; leave the current display

divided; but reevaluate the titles which are designated as

"Currents." In general; the response to all three alternatives

was neutral, with a slight preference for changing to shelVing

Which would permit the shelving of all current issues together.

That Solution proved to be impractical at this time, since the

cost Of purchasing additional shelving to accomodate all currently

received titles is approximately $24;000; The fairly strong feel-

ing against elimination of the current display entirely did stop

any ittediate plans to make the move most favored by the staff.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we feel that the survey accomplished its pri-

mary objective of providing library users with input into the

library's decision making process; Certainly; in every contro-

versial area investigated because of complaints from patrons; the

resulting data were used in making decisionS which meet the needs

of both patrons and library administration. The only ambiguous

responses (in the areas of circulation-policies and current journal

display) dealt with issues that are of more concern to library staff

than to patrons. The neutral responses on one hand 'confirm that

the issue doeS not present a major problem from the patron's point
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of view; and simultaneouSly provide us with assurance that we can

deal with the problem thrbugh internal decision making processes,

without risking severe reactions from patrons;

Martin states: "Policy- making for libraries has been mainly

in the hands of professionals; the administrator and staff deter-

mine aims and programs for the most part; with trustees futhiSh-

I.:1g the stamp of approVal. This may not be the structure of the

future;.. If and as libraries become more essential, people will

seek a more direct and active voice in what they do. The 'effec-

tive administrator of these next years will reach out to this

(2)

prospect; and the effective practitioner will weleete,it."

At the McGoOgah Library; we feel that patrons MVO a right

to provide input into the libraryes decision-making process; and

we are confident that we are providing them with every opportun-

ity to exercise that right.
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APPENDIX
MCGOOGAN LIBRARY USER SURVEY

This questionnaire is your point of entry into the Libra. 's decision

making process; Please help us by leaving the Completed questionnaire at the

Circulation Desk; or return it via Campus mail to CarolynG.Weaver, Associate

Director for Public Services; by March 1, 1982. Thank you very much for your

assistance.

CIRCULATION PERIOD:

The current circulation policy is intended to provide maximum availability

of the collection to users. For the first three questions below; please_indi-

cate Whether the circulation period is (1) too long; (2) top short, or (3) Okay:

another period is preferable, please tell us your preference.

N (RECEDED VALUES: 1 too long,; 2 = okay at iS; 3 = too short)_

480 1. Books circulate for one week with one renewal permitted. This period is2,3

145 Th6 ideal period? 1-3 days = 2,8%; 4-7 days a 7%; 2 weeks = 82.1%; 3 weeks 8.3%

1 Month = 6.27

480 2. Bound journals Also circulate for one week. Thit period is 2,6 . The ideal

101 period? 1-3 days = 62.4%; 4-7 rays = 10.97; 2 weeks = 24.8%; 3 weeks = 2:0%

480 3. UabbUhd journals ciroulate for one day. This period is2.3 The ideal

168 period? 1u3 daS-= 78:0%; 4-7 days - 20.8Z; 2 Weekt m. 1.2%

4: In your opinion, ShOuld journals circulate?

Bound jburriAlsi90.2%Yes 9.871No (N=471) Unbound 3ournals7837Yet24..7%No(:1=470)

HOURS OF CERvICE:

It costs a Minimum of $11.65 per hour to staff the Library at the three es-

sential service desks: CircUlation; Reserve, and the Learning Resources Center.

If hours of service must be reduced, how important are the following contidera-

tiOnt to you? Please rank from 1 (most important!) to 8 (least important):

N

453 Maintaining current hours Monday-Thursday (e.g._7:30 a.m. -11:00 p.m.):

452 3.3 Maintaining current
hours on Saturday (e.g. 8:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m.).

447 3.6 Maintaining current hours on Sunday (0.g. 1:00 p.m._7 11:00 p.m.).

448 5.2 Maintaining current hours on Friday_evening (until 11:00 p.m.).

448 .4-8'HAVing all three service points available at all times the Library is open:

445 4.8 Providing increased availability to the Library at seletted times (e.g.

prior to Conjoints; National Boards, etc:).

443 6.2 Having the librarY open until 11:00 p.m. during the summer Months.

447 6.0 Havihij the library open on Sunday during the summer.

Pleate indicate the extent_ to which the f011owing reductions in service h0Uts

would inconvenience you. Use the following scale: 1=No effect; 2=Some inconve-

nience; 3=Great inconvenience.

480 1.2 Close at 9:00 p.m: on Friday (annual savings: $1232).

480 1.6 Close at 10:00 p.m. Sunday-Thursday (annual savings: $3801).

480 1.7 Reduce,terVide to 4 hours on Saturday (annual savings: $3512).

Preferable schedule (check only I):

433 29.3V:00 a.m. 12 noon.
70,7%1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

(over)
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480 1.7,Reaude hours an Sunday:

35.=)
hours were 1:00 5:00 p.m. (annual savings: $4725).

50.1%If hours were 1pi07 0:00 p.m. (annual savings: $1718).

480 1.5 Re-date hours during summer months (June-August).

333 550%Close at 8:00 P.M. Sanday-Friday (savings: $2955).

45,C1c:Se at 3:00 Monday-Friday and all day Sunday (Savings: $5532).

443
440
436
438
435

.diRARY SEATINk4:

de nave receiVedSeVeral coMpIaints about a perceived shortage of seating in

the Li_litAty. Please indicate -your personal preference for types of seating. Rank

from 1 (top preference) to 5 (least acceptable).

2.3 Individual study carrels With dividers

2,2-Small tables seating 1-2 people
3.1 Large study tablUs seating 2-4
3.9 Lounge ChAirS Of sofas
3;3 Group study rooms

STUDY ROOM POLICIES:

Please give us your opinions concerning existing study room policies, using

the rfollowing scale: I= APPrOVO Of _policy; 2= Disapprove of policy; 3= No opinion.

(RECODED VALUES: 1 = ApprOVe; 2 = No opinion; 3 == DisapprOVe)

Unlocked rooms:

480 1.2 Study rooms are avallable on d first come, first- served basis.

480 1.5--GrOupS have priority over individuals_for use of the rooms:

480 1.2 UNMC patrons have priority over non -UNMC patrons.

Locked rooms:

480 1;8 Use is restricted_to faculty, graduate StudentS and visiting researchers.

480 1.9 ROOMS are assigned for a perioa of one month.

480 1.4 Other persons will not be admitted to a lotked room which has been assigned,

to assure that materials left in the room willnot be disturbed.

480 --1-3 Library materials must be checked out to be Left in a room.

Proposed -aIicy changes:

Ora a Scale of 1 (strongly approve) to 5 (strongly diSapprove); please ndi-

N gate your support for'the following suggested policy. changes:

387 all_rooms, and book usage in Advance through the Reserve Desk.

419 3.3-LaMit unlocked room usage to two hours.

415 3:3 Restrict the use of study rooms to groups only

415 2.1-Restrict the use of study rooms to UNMC _personnel only.

410 3.0Nake locked rooms available to undergradUate students.

401 2.4 Reduce the period for use of locked rooms to two weeks.

404 3:0 Restrict the use of lae,ed rooms to persons WhO need to leave library mate-

rials in the room.

407 3.4 Eliminate all locked study rooms.
Other
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Survey - .3; 3

CURRENT JOURNAL-DIGPLAY:

The current journal display_bins will accommodate only about one -third of the

LLbrary'S3300 currently received journal titles. ConSegUently; the_less "popular"

Current journal issues are shelved in the journal stacks. This divided location

is both coriftiSing for some users and_expensive for the Libraryin that it require§

additional staff time to ptiateSs journals for multiple locations._ In addition; the

current display shelving is- inefficient in terms of the small number of titles

Whith it can accommodate. On a scale of 1 (strongly approve) to 5 (strongly dis-

approve), pleaSe indicate your support fOt the following alternative solutions to

this problem

N

438 3.- 1 Eliminate the current
journal display and shelve all Current issues in the

stacks.

433 2.5 Change to standard
shelvingWhith would permit most of the current journals

tc be shelved together, but which would not allow for display of the cover.

438 3.0 Leave the current display as is; but re-evaluate the titles which are desig-

nated as iCurrents."

INTERLIBRARY LOAN:

The Library currently assumes all interlibrary lcian fees for UNMC faculty;

staff; and studentt, at an average cost of $4.50 per loan. It may become neces-

sary to pass on a portion of this charge to requesteta. Please indicatethe ex-

tent to which your use of Interlibrary loanswould be affected ifWe institute a

service chatge: Please use the fcillowing scale to indicate the effect that each

fee level would have on you. 1=No effect; 2=WOUld reddce the number of items ;I

request somewhat; 3=Would prevent me from requesting interlibrary loans.

480 1.3$1.00 per request 1.7$2.00 per request 2.2$3.00 per reque§t 2.4$4:50 per request

YOUR STATUS -:
N %

N 7;

-....

123 -25;6UNMC undergrachiate student 6 -4.2 UNL/UNO student

105 21.9UNMC graduate student 5 1;0 UNL/UNO faculty

22 --4.6UNMC house offiCet 0 -0,0 UNL-UNO staff

179 37.3UNMC fatUlty 4 ;8 Other (specify)

33 --6.9UNMC staff 3 .6 Not specified--

On the average, how frequently dO you personally use the Library?

N
N_

On SaturdaY: 37 7.7 Every week 270
4378--LeSS than once a month

153 31.9 1-3 times/month 72 15.0 Never
8 1.7 No se

2. On Sunday: _50 10.4 EVery week 180 37.5 Less than once a tOnt

130 27.1 1-3 times/month 116 24.2 Never
4 .8 No response

3: After 6:00 p.M.:69 14.4 4-6 times/week 104 21.7 Less than once a month

_98 20.4 1=3 times/week- 70 14.6 -Never

134 27.9 1-3 times/month 5 1.0 No response

THANK YOU. WE APPRECIATE YOUR
INTEREST IN THE MCGOOGAN LIBRARY.




